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fit to hold the license, Finally, he has to
decide that the person has a good reason
for wanting the license.

I say the good reason shall be that the
person is a member of a properly consti-
tuted, recognised, and responsible associa-
tion. The commissioner himself must
recognise the association as being properly
constituted-whether it is incorporated or
whether it has a president, a secretary, and
office bearers, and properly conducts its
affairs. In addition, he must make the de-
cision as to whether or not the association
is responsible, and clearly he will not make
that decision lightly. He will decide a
body is responsible only If it conducts
proper training courses for its members-
presumably at an approved range-and
observes various precautions as to the
safety aspects, the type of member it en-
courages, and so on.

The Hon. R. Thompson: It might not be
on a range.

The Hon, 1. G. MEDCALF: I am only
using that as an instance. It is not for me
to say what the commissioner would do,
but I believe he would take those factors
Into consideration in deciding whether a
body was resnonsible. If the commissioner
were not satisfied, he would say it was not
a responsible association and did not come
within the meaning of the legislation,

The Hon. J. DOLAN: I think this is
another aspect which could be referred to
the Crown Law Department for an opinion
and brought back with the other matter,
instead of perservering with it at this
stage. If the honourable member is agree-
able, It can be debated tomorrow.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to

sit again, on motion by The Hon. J. Doian
(Leader of the House).

House adjourned at 11.08 pm.

Wednesday, the 2nd May, 1973

The SPEAKER (Mr. Norton) took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (25):- ON NOTICE
1. TRAFFIC
Accidents, 197@ to 1973: Hospital

Admissions
Mr. NALDER, to the Minister for
Works:

On page 796 of HGansard he stated
"that as a result of studies of
accident cases made at the Royal
Perth Hospital it has been found

2.

that the majority of people in-
volved in accidents have records of
other misdemeanours". How does
he reconcile his answer to my
question 9 parts (2) and (3), on
Tuesday, 16th April, in which he
stated "this information is not
available"?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
The statement I made on 10th
April was based on information
supplied to mae by medical Person-
nel when I had under considera-
tion the drafting of traffic safety
legislation. Such personnel advised
me that statistics obtained from
overseas had indicated that the
majority of people involved In
accidents had records of other
misdemeanours, and that an un-
official check made locally Indi-
cated that a similar situation ap-
peared to apply here.
The Acts Amendment (Road
Safety and Traffic) Bill will, when
it becomes law, enable the Grov-
ernment to go deeper Into this
aspect of the road toll.

MEATMEAIJ
supplies

Mr. E. H. M. LEWIS, to the Minister
for Agriculture:
(1) (a) What tonnage of meatmneal ex

Midland abattoirs has been
exported since 1st January,
1973:

(b) what was the price per ton
net to the works?

(2) (a) What tonnage was disposed of
locally; and

(b) at what price net to the
works?

(3) Is there a shortage, and, if so, on
what basis is it being distributed,
i.e., quotas, dataI orders, etc.?

(4) Will he take steps to ensure that
sufficient supplies arc made
available to meet local demand?

Mr. Davies (f or Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) (a) 1,500 tons.

(b) Export meatmeal prices range
between $183.00 and $193.00
per ton ex works.

(2) (a) 2,557 tons.
(b) 1/1/73 to 11/2/73 - $100.00

per ton ex works In bags.
12/2/73 to date. - $115.00 per
ton ex works in bags.

(3) There is a shortage at the present
time due to a reduction in the
slaughtering of beef and sheep.
Local meatmeal Is being distri-
buted to regular clients on a pro
rata basis.
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(4) The board is making every attempt
to meet local demand on present
throughput.

3. INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION
Disputes: Percentage Resolved

Mr. O'NEIL, to the Minister for
Labour;,

In each year since the formation
of the Western Australian Indust-
rial Commission in 1963 what per-
centage of industrial disputes have
been resolved by-
(a) conciliation; and
(b) arbitration?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
Statistics are not available which
would enable accurate percentage
figures to be determined. How-
ever, it is generally acknowledged
that of the industrial matters
(including industrial disputes)
dealt with by the Western Aus-
tralian Industrial Commission
approximately 10% require arbi-
tration by a single commissioner
or the commission In court session.
The annual reports of the Chief
Industrial Commissioner of the
commission show that the number
of matters dealt with since it. was
established were:

1/2/1964-30/6/1964 212
Year ended-

30/6/1965 .. .. 617
30/6/1966 ... .. 1,140
30/611967 1,128
30/6/1968 584
30/6/1969 -- .. 1,252
30/6/1970 824
30/6/1971 .. 1,462
30/6/1972 .. ... 1,878

The other approximate 90%
would be matters resolved by
negotiation outside the auspices of
the court and come before it for
formal ratification only.

4. KWINANA FREEWAY
Southward Extension

Mr. O'NEIL, to the Minister for works:
(1) What stage has been reached in

planning the extension of the
Kwinana Freeway south of Can-
ning Bridge?

(2) When is it intended to develop the
proposed road system on land on
the South Perth side of Canning
Bridge in association with further
ireeway extension?

(3) Are any firm plans yet available
and, if so, could he table same?

(4) Would he state the minimum
period of time that existing busi-
ness operations in the area in
question may continue to operate?

Mr. JAMIESON replied;.
(1) Alignments have been under in-

vestigation for a considerable
time and at present are being
looked at In closer detail.

(2) Construction programming will
depend upon other commitments
and the availability of Common-
wealth funds in the next Corn-
mnonwealth Aid Roads Act. It is
hoped that a start on construction
will be possible in the 1976-77
financial year.

(3) Answered by (1).
(4) At least two years.

5. ROAD TRANSPORT

Perishables to York
Mr. GAYFER, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Transport:

WhIlst. supporting the policy of the
cartage to country towns of per-
ishables by road transport and the
increase of permissible loads to
Pinjarra and Northern, as the
towns of Northam and York are
equidistant from the metropolitan
area and Northam has a more
direct rail link, could he inform me
why York cannot receive the same
load concessions in the carting of
perishables from the metropolitan
area as does Northarn?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
Although concessions have been
agreed to in one or two instances,
It is considered that there should
be no extensions of this until a
report on the result of studies now
commenced on transport policy
generally is available. These
studies will be comprehensive and
will take a considerable time to
complete.

5. WATIER SUPPLIES
Commonwealth Financial Assistance:

Review
Mr. GAYFER, to the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) Is he aware that the Common-

wealth Minister for the Environ-
ment and Conservation has re-
quested his department to under-
take a review of the question of
the provision of financial assist-
ance for water projects by the
Australian Government?

(2) Is he aware that the Common-
wealth Government's attitude to
phase 3 of the Western Australian
Comprehensive Water Supply
Scheme will be made known fol-
lowing this review?

(3) As this matter of further reticula-
tion in Western Australia by the
comprehensive water supply is of
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paramount importance to the wel-
fare of the State, would he please
make fresh overtures to see that
the plans of this State in respect
of the further reticulation of
water are not thwarted and
pigeon-holed by Commonwealth
authorities whilst the review Is
made?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) No request has been received from

the Commonwealth Minister for
the Environment and Conserva-
tion.

(2) Answered by (1).
(3) Yes-overtures are at present

being made.

7. NEWSPAPERS AND NEWS
MEDIA

Powers of Minister for the Media
Sir CHARLES COURT. to the Premier:

Wrhat is his Government's under-
standing of the powers of the
Commonwealth Minister for the
Media to consider and take action
on complaints to him by political
parties and/or other organisations
and members of the public about
alleged bias, Inaccuracies or un-
fairness in reports in particular
newspapers or other news media?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
I understand the powers of the
Flederal Minister do not extend to
control over newspapers. Conisti-
tutionally, legislation concerning
newspapers has been accepted as
a State Government responsibility.
The Minister has certain powers
in areas of other news media, that
is, radio and television. These
powers are outlined in the Broad-
casting and Television Act 1942-
1972.
Complaints about alleged bias, in-
accuracies and unfairness In re-
ports broadcast by the Australian
Broadcasting Commission are re-
garded by the Australian Labor
Government as matters for the
commission to deal with, as a
body which is guaranteed political
and programming independence
by the Australian Government. An
exception would be where the com-
plaints concerned political mat-
ters broadcast during an election
period when they may be referred
to the Australian Broadcasting
Control Board. Complaints about
commercial radio and television
stations are referred as a matter
of course by the Minister to the
Broadcasting Control Board. The
board has some powers under the
Broadcasting and Television Act
to enforce standards it has laid

down for broadcast Uicensees' pro-
grammes. In extreme cases if the
board sees fit to report blatant
breaches of its standards to the
Minister, the Minister has power
to take action against licensees
Including suspension or revocation
of the license of the station con-
cerned. The Minister may also
direct the Board to conduct an
inquiry into complaints received
by him or other matters which he
considers should be Investigated.

8. YOUTH, COMMUTrY
RECREATION AND NATIONAL

FITNESS SERVICE
Finance and Staff

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Recreation:
(1) Is it the Government's Intention

to retain the youth education
officers in the changed system of
amalgamating the present ser-
vices?

(2) If it is intended to introduce a
change to recreational officers, or
some other staffing arrangement,
what Is to be the basis of financ-
ing and staffing of any changed
systems?

(3) If no detail is available, for the
sake of at least retaining some
confidence by persons already
committed to youth organisation
and the present staff, when can
a decision be expected?

(4) Is it intended to require shire
councils to provide portion of the
finance towards staffing and ser-
vicing recreational services, and.
If so-
(a) to what extent;
(b) what negotiation and agree-

ment has been reached with
local government?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. T. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) It Is the Intention of the Com-

munity Recreation Council to
employ community recreation
officers who will work in close co-
operation with local government
authorities.
It Is proposed that several initial
appointments will be made during
1973.

(3) Existing arrangements supporting
youth leaders will be continued.

(4) (a) and (b) Initial discussions with
local government representatives
have taken place but at this stage
no agreements have been reached.
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It Is proposed that the local gov-
ernment authorities make only
nominal contributions towards the
cast of employing community re-
creation officers.

9. NEW TECHNICAL SCHOOL AND
TEACHERS' TRAINING COLLEGE

Siting at Bentley
Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) When choosing Bentley for the

site of the new technical school
and the teacher training school,
what other sites were considered?

(2) Why was the precedent of build-
Ing the technical school at Balga
not followed by building these two
facilities at Arinadale to decen-
trallse services under Government
control and give a more efficient
and economical use of our trans-
port system?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. T. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) The need Is for a major technical

institution to serve the area south
of the river. The Bentley site was
specially allocated. It is admirably
situated both for district needs
and proximity to the Institute of
Technology.

(2) Balga technical school was estab-
lished to meet a considerable dis-
trict need In the rapidly expanding
northern suburbs. The situation at
Armadale is not comparable as
population growth is not likely to
justify a technical school before
the end of the decade.
The Member might note that the
Bentley technical school does not
include a teacher training school.

10. EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Offices Site: Redevelcvment

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Works:
(1) When is it Intended to proceed

with the redevelopment of the site
now occupied by the Education
Department?

(2) Will he please table a plan of the
proposed development of the
whole area surrounded by Harvest
Terrace, Parliament Place, Have-
lock Street and King's Park Road?

(3) Where is the Education Depart-
ment to be housed during con-
struction?

(4) What provision Is to be made for
the parking generated by the cen-
tralisation of the Government de-
partments?

(5) Will the Government consider
changing the plan to bring about
a spread of Government depart-
ments?

14M~

11.

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(1) At this stage there Is no Indication

when construction could start as
it depends on when finance is
made available.

(2) Although broad schematic dia-
grams have been drawn up, a
final plan of the proposed develop-
ment of the whole area has not
been prepared.

(3) In the broad planning, It Is pro-
posed that the present buildings
housing Education Department
officers will not be disturbed until
initial buildings are completed.

(4) It is not accepted that housing the
Education Department virtually
In the identical site it occupies
now will further centralise Gov-
ernment departments.

(5) The Question is not understood.
There already Is a very wide
spread of Government depart-
ments in the metropolitan area.
In case the Member is not aware,
some of the major departments
which arc outstde the city block
are:-

Agriculture Dept., (South
Perth), Main Roads (East
Perth) M-ines Dept., (East
Perth), Police Dept., (East
Perth), Mental Health Services
(West Perth), Dept. of Labour
(West Perth), Community Wel-
f are (West Perth). Further de-
centralisation will occur with
the relocation of the Medical
and Health Departments in the
new trades hall building in
Beaufort Street.

TAXIS
Armadale-Keimscott

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Police:
(1) Has he or the Taxi Control Board

received requests for an increased
taxi service at Armadale?

(2) Will he let me know the results
of any review undertaken to en-
sure an adequate service Is avail-
able?

(3) What Improvements does the
board intend to implement for
taxi services within the Shire of
Armadale-Kelmscott?

Mr. BICKERTON replied:
(1) Yet.
(2) Yes. Currently Taxi Control

Board inspectors are rostered, as
time permits, to make observa-
tions in the Armadale-Kelinscot
area.
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(3) Subject to a justification for in-
creased taxi services being estab-
lished, the board will consider the
Issue of additional licenses, prob-
ably for restricted area of opera-
tion.

12. WOOL
Promotion and Administration Costs: Tax

Mr. McPHARLIN, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) As the Minister for Primary In-

dustry has announced that the
tax on woolgrowers, to pay their
share of research for promotion
plus the cost of financing the
administration of the Australian
Wool Corporation's marketing
functions will be Increased from
1.4% to 2.4% of the value of the
shorn wool, has the Government
received written protests from the
Farmers' Union or the Pastoralists
and Graziers' Association or any
other interested organisations?

(2) Does the Government accept that
the proposed increase is justified?

(3) If not, has a Protest been sub-
mitted to the Minister?

Mr. Davies (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) No.
(2) and (3) Levels of subsidy to

primary industry are traditionally
decided by the Commonwealth
Government and the question has
never been considered at State
level.

13. WATER SUPPLIES
Ettliburning Rock: Tank

Mr. McPHARLIN, to the Minister for
Water Supplies:

As location 4152 Billiburning Rock
has been gazetted as water reserve
15828 and Is vested In the Minister
for Water Supplies for the pur-
pose of water-
(a) is It intended that a tank will

be built on this reserve;
(b) when will this be done?

Mr. JAMIESON replied:
(a) and (b) No decision has been

made to construct a tank on
water reserve 15828 although
plans have been completed.

14. TOWN PLANNING
Perth Central Business District: Ceiling

Growth
Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Town Planning:
(1) Is he aware of the suggestions

and opinions by the Lord Mayor
of Perth in a paper last weekend
for the future growth of the
metropolitan region?

15.

(2) Does he or his department sup-
port these views?

(3) Is it still the department's inten-
tion to hold the Perth central
business district to a Ceiling
growth of around 100,000 people?

(4) If "No" to (3), what are the de-
partment's revised objectives?

(5) If "Yes" to (3), for what reasons
is it confident it can achieve this
objective?

(6) What is the present Perth central
business district population?

Mr. DAVIES replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) I have not asked my department

to comment on the Lord Mayor's
views. Discussion of the Issues
Involved in this complex subject
is not possible within the confines
of a Parliamentary answer.

(3) The figure of 100,000 workers re-
lates to the problem of accessibil-
ity to the city and represents that
number of workers who could
enter the city over the morning
peak at acceptable environmental
standards.

(4) and (5) Answered by (3).
(6) The latest figure available of

potential worker population for
the central business district
(census MILD zone 130-134) Is
70,400 from the June 1966 census.

STAMP DUTY
Real Estate Transfers

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Treasurer:
(1) Are there any Commonwealth

stamp duties on transfer of real
estate in this State?

(2) Has he had any information from
the Commonwealth Minister for
Housing regarding the Common-
wealth Government's reported
'plans" to "remove" stamp duty

on purchase of new homes?
(3) If not, has he made inquiries him-

self with the Federal Minister or
will he do so?

(4) Is he in favour of such plans
being implemented?

(5) Could he inform the House of the
effects on the State Budget of
the implementation of such plans?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN replied:
(1) No.
(2) Not as yet.
(3) I have no doubt that all States

will be advised when the Common-
wealth Government has formnu-
lated Its proposals.

(4) 1 am In favour of any practical
means to reduce the cost of hous-
Ing.
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(5) Judging from press reports, there
would be no impact on the State
Budget.

16. SUPREME COURT
Judges: Appointment

Mr. MENSAROB, to the Attorney-
General:
(1) When is the Government con-

sidering to appoint a justice to
the vacancy at the Supreme
Court?

(2) Is the delay in the appointment
due to the fact that the Common-
wealth Government intends to
appoint Federal Judges acting in
Federal matters to the State
Supreme Court?

(3) Can he divulge to the House the
information he has on this subject?

(4) If he has none, will he undertake
to make inquiries with the Com-
monwealth Government?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. T. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) The matter is still under con-

sideration.
(2) The matter of appointment of

Judges to the Supreme Court is a
matter for the State Government
only.

(3) and (4) Answered by (2).

17. HOUSING
Legal Work by Commonwealth

Government Office
Mr. MENSAROS, to the Attorney-
General:
(1) Has he had any information from

the Federal Minister for Housing
about the reported (The West
Australian of 19th April, 1973)
scheme that a special Common-
wealth Government office will be
set up to handle legal work
associated with sales of houses?

(2) If not, has he made inquiries with
the Federal Minister on this mat-
ter, or will he do so?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. T. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) No.
(2) Information will be sought when

the scheme has been set up by the
Australian Government.

18. LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Building By-laws: Commonwealth

Intrusion
Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister
representing the Minister for Local
Government:
(1) Are there any

Statutes, rules
which apply to
In the State?

Commonwealth
or regulations

building by-laws

(2) Has he had any information from
the Federal Minister for Housing
regarding the Commonwealth
Government's reported plans to
Introduce uniform building stand-
ards throughout Australia?

(3) If not, has he made inquiries him-
self with the Federal Minister, or
will he do so?

(4) Is he in favour of the Comnmon-
wealth Intrusion in this field Into
the legislative power of State and
local governments?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
(1) No.
(2) and (3) I have been in communi-

cation with the Federal Minister
for Housing, Mr. L. R. Johnson,
and a~m arranging to confer with
him when Parliament is In recess.

(4) The Commonwealth Government
through the Commonwealth ex-
perimental building station has
been co-operating with State
Governments in the preparation
of an Australian model uniform
building code which Is subject to
adoption or adaptation by the
respective States.

19. WATER SUPPLIES
Canning flam-Roleystone Tunnel: Noise

Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Works:
(1) Is it intended to continue Into the

night the blasting and use of the
siren at the Roleystone end of the
Canning Tunnel?

(2) 'What hours are to be worked on
the tunnel?

(3) Will he let me know for how long
the present disturbance to the
local people will continue or wiU
modification to present methods
be introduced to reduce the siren
noise and vibrations to the
houses?

Mr. JAMIE SON replied:
(1) Yes. The use of the siren for warn-

Ing of blasting will, however, cease
in approximately 3 weeks' time
when the tunnel is driven a
sufficient distance to ensure the
safety of those working outside
the tunnel entrance.

(2) Until 13th May, 1973 working
hours In the tunnel will be from
8.00 am. to 12 midnight six days
Per week. Thereafter work will
proceed 24 hours a day within the
tunnel six days per week.

(3) The use of the siren for warning
of blasting will cease in approxi-
mately 3 weeks' time.
Measurements of the amplitudes
and round velocities associated
with the blasting have been
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monitored. These have been well
within the specified limits which
in turn are those adopted in built
up areas elsewhere. A progressive
reduction can be expected as ex-
cavation of the tunnel proceeds.
In a month from now It Is anti-
cipated the tunnel should have
penetrated some 800 feet and little
effect from blasting should be
noticeable then.

20. DERBY HIGH SCHOOL
Air-conditioning and Extensions

Mr. RIDGE, to the Minister for
Education:
(1) Will he indicate when it is

intended to air-condition the
Derby Junior High School?

(2) If any, which other Western Aus-
tralian schools have a higher
priority listing for air-condition-
ing?

(3) Will air-conditioning be Included
In the proposed extensions to the
school?

(4) When is it anticipated that a con-
tract will be let for the exten-
sions?

Mr. Jamieson (for Mr. T. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) It Is not possible at this stage to

Indicate when the Derby Junior
High School will be air-con-
ditioned but the Public Works De-
partment has been asked to
investigate the situation with
respect to the feasibility and cost
of air-conditioning the school.

(2) No strict priority list has been
determined as the provision of air-
conditioning of schools In the
Kimberley region Is subject to
such factors as adequacy of the
power supply.

(3) The extensions will be designed
to include duct work for future
air-conditioning.

(4) The commissioning letters for
1973/74 school buildings are at
present being sent to the private
architects concerned but It Is not
possible to give dates for letting of
contracts at this stage.

21. PARLIAMENT HOUSE
P.A.E.X. Telephone System

Mr. THOMPSON, to the Speaker:
(1) Has consideration been given to

the installation of a P.A.B.X.
telephone system in Parliament
House?

(2) If "Yes" to (i), will such a unit
be installed; if so, when?

(3) If "No" to (1). will he give con-
sideration to installation of such
a system?

22.

The SPEAKER replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) and (3) This Is a matter for the

Joint House Committee and not
within my control.

DOGS
Unsterilised German Shepherds

Mr. THOMPSON, to the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Are there two unsterilised

shepherd dogs, one male
other female, being held
antine in this State?

(2) If "Yes" to (1)-
(a) who owns them;

German
and the
in quar-

(b) how long have they been in
the State;

(c) when will the quarantine
period conclude;

(d) where are they going at the
conclusion of quarantine?

(3) Has the female produced a litter
since arriving?

(4) If "Yes" to (3), how many and of
what sex?

(5) Is It true that a second female
German shepherd dog was re-
cently flown Into the State, mated
with the male which is in quaran-
tine, and then flown out of the
State?

(6) If "Yes" to (5)-
(a) where did the events take

place:
(b) where did the female come

from;
(C) where did It go?

Mr. Davies (for Mr. H. D. EVANS)
replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) John Cowdroy. Tandina Ken-

nels. New South Wales.
(b) Since 10th March, 1973.
(c) 9th May, 1973.
(d) Tandina, Kennels, Terny HIlls

New South Wales.
(3) Yes.
(4) 3 male and 1 female.
(5) Yes, the female German shepherd

dog was flown in and mated. It
is being held In quarantine until
the 9th May. when It will be flown
to Tandina. Kennels.

(6) (a) In the State Quarantine
Station.

(b) Tandina Kennels, Terry
Hills, New South Wales.

(c) The animal is still in quar-
antine.
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23. LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Cost to IndustrV

Mr. MENSAROS, to the Minister for
Labour:

What is the estimated total cost
to industry as a result of the pro-
visions of the Long Service Leave
Act Amendment Bill, 1973 during
the next five years?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
I refer the Member to my sum-
mary of the Bill yesterday even-
Ing. Following further considera-
tion such summing up would
appear to be as full an answer as
could be given In reply to this
question.
Should the Member be interested,
I am prepared to make available
to him the rough work sheets
from which I presented the In-
formation.

24. PRICES CONTROL
Effect of Sick Leave and Long Service

Leave Legislation
Mr. RUSHTON, to the Minister for
Prices Control:
(1) What is expected to be the per-

centage increase to prices as a
result of the introduction of the
proposed-
(a) extra sick leave entitlement:
(b) additional long service en-

titlement?
(2) Will these measures increase in-

flationary pressures?
(3) Does he know the estimated

cost to the Government and the
Private sector on introduction of
each of these proposals?

(4) When he is taking every public
opportunity to oppose cost ini-
creases and espouse the virtues of
price control, how does he
equate and explain the rationale
of the Government's actions in
deliberately increasing costs with
its professed prices objectives?

Mr. TAYLOR replied:
(1) (a) and (b) With respect to

cost of sick leave entitlements, I
refer the Member to my answer to
question 21 of Wednesday, IMt
April, 1973, and with regard to
estimated costs to long service
leave entitlements, to my answer
to question 23 of today's date to
the Member for Floreat.

(2) It Is not possible to answer this
question with any degree of cer-
tainty. Additional sick leave en-
titlements for example may or
may not result In additional cost.

It would appear to be a matter
as to degree of costs to a par-
ticular industry and to whether
such costs could be absorbed.

(3) No. The extent of sick leave which
may be required to be taken is,
of course, unknown, Consequently
costs cannot be estimated. In
respect to long service leave, I
refer to answer (1).

(4) Every opportunity Is taken to op-
pose cost and price increases and
espouse the virtues of price con-
trol In order to have some control
over those increases which are
considered to be excessive and un-
warranted.
All that the Government has
asked for in its excessive prices
legislation is that if considered
excessive suggested increases in
prices or costs should be dealt
with as is the long service Bill
that Its merits be debated before
an appropriate committee or
forum, in this cuse, Parliament.

Mr. Hutchinson: There is no rationale
in that.

25. This question was -post poned until
Wednesday, the 9th May,

QUESTIONS (2): WITHOUT NOTICE
1. CLOSE OF SESSION: FIRST PART

Target Date
Sir CHARLES COURT, to the Premier:.

Yesterday the Premier answered
a question by the member for
Toodyay and said that the first
part of the session would end on
the 24th May. Can the Opposition
take this as a firm date or Is it
dependent upon the state of the
business of the House at that
time? Also, is it possible for the
Premier to Indicate when he ex-
pects Parliament to reconvene?
Will this be at the end of July
or at some later date?

Mr. J. T1. TONKIN replied:
The date mentioned yesterday was
intended to be a firm date irres-
pective of developments In the
meantime. No firm decision has
been made in regard to the re-
assembling of Parliament. How-
ever, as there will be no Address-
in-Reply debate, in the Govern-
ment's view It Is not necessary to
adhere to the former commencing
date. As a guess, on present in-
dications, I would believe we are
likely to reassemble in the first
week in August.

Mr. Hutchinson: When is the election
date?
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2. HEALTH Opposition side. I would like to emphasise.
Cadmium Poisoning: C.S.1.R.O. Report

Mr. NALER, to the Minister for
Health:
(1) Has he received a report made by

a top C.S.I.R.O. scientist in Can-
berra that some vegetables fer-
tilised with phosphates were a
source of the poison cadmium and
could be a danger to public health?

(2) If the answer to (1) is "No,," will
he obtain It and make a full
report to the House on this
matter?

Mr. DAVIES replied:
(1) and (2) The report is contained

in Rural Research, a C.S.I.R.O.
quarterly, No. 79, March, 1973,
received this week. The matter Is
being studied. I table herewith a
COPY of the Published report.

The report was tabled (see paper
No. 140).

BILLS (3): INTRODUCTION AND
FIRST READING

1. Prevention Of Pollution of Waters by
Oil Act Amendment Bill.

2. Marine Navigational Aids Bill.
3. Judges' Salaries and Pensions Act

Amendment Bill.
Bills introduced, on motions by Mr.

Jamieson (Minister for Works).
and read a first time.

BILLS (2): THIRD READING
1. Distressed Persons Relief Trust Hill.

Bill read a third time, on motion by
Mr. J. T. Tonkin (Premier), and
transmitted to the Council.

2. Resumption Variation (Boulder-nam-
balda Road) Bill.

Hill read a third time, on motion by
Mr. Jamieson (Minister for Works),
and transmitted to the Council.

PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE
SYSTEM

Inquiry by Select Committee: Motion
MR. A. R. TONKIN (Mlrrabooka) [4.57

P.m.]: I move-
That a Select Committee be estab-

lished to investigate the establishment
of a comprehensive and effective Com-
mittee system in the Parliament of
Western Australia.

In raising this Issue I am conscious, of
course, that I am sitting on the Govern-
ment side. However. I hope in consider-
ing this motion we may be able to put
ourselves above the question of whether
we are sitting on the Government or the

as far as I am concerned, I am speaking to
all members of Parliament, whether they
be Government or Opposition members.
And also that, in speaking to members
of Parliament, I am conscious of the fact
that they are representatives of the
People; indeed, that is their only signifi-
cance. So I am really speaking, as far as
I can, to the people assembled and, there-
fore, I intend to put forward a case which
I believe will advance the cause of the
people and leave aside, as far as it can
be left aside, the question of Government
versus Opposition.

I raised this Issue last year In the
Budget debate. It is something which has
exercised my mind for 20 or more years.
I have studied parliamentary systems and
government, and I believe that this motion.
if agreed to, could lead to something of
fundamental and far-reaching importance.
It would be. in fact, the most fundamental
and far-reaching step taken in this Par-
iament since the introduction of univer-
sal franchise. I think we are here dealing
with the whole basis of our parliamentary
system.

Most people agree that two stark facts
about government stand like those famous
twin-stone legs of Ozymandias In the
desert. The first of these stark facts Is
that the Executive is becoming more and
more powerful. If Parliament, which
should represent the people but which I
suggest only imperfectly represents the
people of Western Australia because of
malapportionment-

Mr. Hutchinson: That is a political view-
point you are expressing.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: That is correct.
Parliament is becoming more and more in-
potent.

Mr. Hutchinson: I think you are unwise
to have mentioned that.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: The reason I men-
tioned it is purely because I believe it is
important; the representatives of the
people-who after all constitute parlia-
ment-ave becoming more and more im-
potent, and this is a very grave matter.

Mr. Hutchinson: You have not proven
this.

Mr. Bertram: He has not had time to do
SO.

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: I have to introduce
these other political factors because I dc
like to be accurate. Unfortunately I be-
ieve it is true to say-

Mr. Rushton: It is still inaccurate.
Mr. A. R. TONKIN: -that Parliament

does not actively enough represent the
people, because of the malapportionment
that exists at the Moment.

Mr. Hutchinson: What Parliament evex
can?
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Mr. A. R. TONKIN: That is so, but every
Parliament should endeavour to do so.

Mr. Hutchinson: That is right.
My. A. R. TONKIN: I thank the hon-

ourable member. When we say that the
Executive is becoming more and more
powerful we are saying really that it is
becoming more and more Powerful because
of its knowledge and expertise. It has
been said by Francis Bacon that know-
ledge is power. The power of the Exeen-
tive is based on two types of knowledge;
one is knowledge of a technical nature.
For example, very few of us can take on
the experts with their technical expertise
in the various departments.

Mr. Hutchinson: What about the Cab-
inet?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Cabinet, of course,
draws upon this knowledge and this is the
very point I am making-that the Cabinet
or the Executive is becoming more and
more powerful, and the reason it is be-
coming more and more powerful is that
it has almost-not quite, but almost-a
monopoly of the knowledge of an expert
kind, because each Cabinet Minister has
behind him a powerful Government de-
partment.

Mr. Hutchinson: Does not your Govern-
inent take notice of what your back-
benchers have to say?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I think the hon-
ourable member is now introducing a pol-
itical note into this discussion. I do not
propose to discuss whether I am listened to
by the Cabinet or whether the honourable
member is; I am now speaking about the
principle involved. I think it is a most im-
portant principle and I will try to keep my
remarks on that level, even though I may
not be permitted to do so.

The other type of knowledge on which
the power of the Executive Is based is that
which flows from experience and a mon-
opoly of the relevant facts-it is more
often a Government's wealth of know-
ledge of the relevant facts-but. the people
who seek the facts, whether they be on
the Opposition side or the Government
side, are hobbled because they do not know
for which facts to ask; they do not know
which facts exist.

Quite often secrecy can become a mnania
with Governments. There are many ex-
amples of this. One that comes to mind is
the fact that the Swan River Conservation
Board, for example, Is not required to pre-
sent a report to Parliament. This Is a body
whose job it is to look after the Swan
River which is the property of the people,
and yet we find that the board is not re-
quired to reveal to the people what Is
happening to the river.

Mr. Hutchinson: A private member's
Bill or a. Government Bill could effect the
change.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: That is true, and I
hope a change will be effected.

Mr. Hutchinson: That is up to you and
the Government.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: That is a good point,
and I agree with the honourable member.

Our practices in Australia are perhaps
far behind the practice which exists in
Sweden where they have an open-file Sys-
temn; where their files are open to inspec-
tion, except Perhaps in very few eases
where national security or injury to an
individual is Involved.

I suggest that Governments very often
hide behind this cloak of national security.
Such Governments usually say, "We can-
not reveal the Information because national
security is Involved." What these Govern-
ments really mean is that they are worry-
ing about the security of the Government.
It is dangerous when the security of a6
nation is equated with the security of a
Government.

The United States Freedom of Informa-
tion Act Is another example of a piece of
legislation overseas which endeavours to
guarantee to the people access to infor-
mation.

The British system of white papers Is
another such system, whereby one can en-
sure that Parliament Is kept informed;
Indeed, the more recent introduction in
the U.K. of what are called green papers
is a staggering revolutionary concept, be-
cause In this case we have the Govern-
ment providing Parliament with informa-
tion upon which policy may later be
based. Usually Parliament Is presented
with the policy decision after whicb the
members of Parliament must try to obtain
information so as to decide whether the
policy decision Is correct.

I applaud the British Government which
only recently commenced presenting to
Parliament information on which policy
decisions are to be made. As a result of
this, Parliament is in at the birth of policy
making, so to speak, because it can receive
information before such policy is made.
The concept of the green Paper is a very
good one.

we often hear mention made about the
freedom of speech, but I think the freedom
of information Is just as important.

I do not think we can leave it to the
sense of public duty of Ministers in the
hope that they will reveal what they be-
lieve to be in the best Interests of the State,
because they are Judges In their own
cases and, basically, that is surely a
very bad principle of Justice.

There have been many examples in his-
tory where Governments have suppressed
information to protect themselves rather
than to protect the nation. We have seen
a great deal of information suppressed by
the United States and the Australian Gov-
ernments relating to the Vietnam war.
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One such example was the Gulf of
Tonking incident where the whole of the
information was misrepresented, and it is
now openly admitted that this was a de-
ception. Yet this incident helped to plunge
nations Into war, even though the decision
was based on inaccurate information and,
indeed, outright deception by military
commanders.

Mr. Hutchinson: Do you think Cabinet
discussion should be open to the Press?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: No, I think the
proper place to which the Press should
have access is Parliament.

Mr. Hutchinson: Parliament is open to
the Press.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: That Is so. I would
like to say that the kind of discussion and
expertise we have at the present time is
not as great as it might be if we were to
adopt a system of standing committees.

Mr. Hutchinson: Where you have Gov-
ernment by Cabinet you must admit there
is secrecy in Government.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN. I think there must
be, of necessity. Another example of what
I consider and suggest Is unnecessary
secrecy is the register of restrictive trade
practices which has been kept secret in
the past in Australia;, even though It has
been shown by overseas countries that the
making public of such Information Is in
fact one of the chief deterrents to any
malpractice.

In 1965 the Commonwealth Government
undertook a secret social service survey
which was conducted into the financial
situation of aged, invalid, and widowed
pensioners in New South Wales, but this
information was not released. Perhaps it
was not released because it was felt it
might have embarrassed the Government
if it were shown at what poverty levels the
people concerned were placed. I think the
people of Australia had a right to know
the conditions under which the pensioners
lived.

Another classic example I would like to
quote refers to the report of an inquiry
held Into the health of Aborigines with
particular reference to the infant mortality
rate. This information was not revealed
for years. though it was desirable in the
public interest that it be revealed.

If the decisions made by Governments
are to be secret they cannot, by their very
nature, be challenged; indeed the very de-
cision to be secretive is itself usually a
secret.

I think this underlines the great danger
inherent In that kind of situation. When I
say that Parliament becomes More and
more impotent day by day-and this has
been my experience-I would point out
that it does not matter where one goes,
one finds this to be the case. Indeed it is
also true of countries behind the Iron Cur-
tain whether we refer to the supreme Sov'-

iet or any other such Organisation. The
position in the Congress of the United
States is no different, nor is It any better
in the Parliaments of Great Britain or
Australia-the representatives of the
people in these Parliaments become more
and more impotent because of a lack of
information and expertise.

1 think it is also true that people gener-
ally are beginning to feel more and more
like faceless statistics after being pushed
hither and thither by Governments which
arc very impersonal. While Parliament Is
becoming more and more impotent and the
people are becoming powerless Govern-
ments are becoming stronger. There are,
of course, good reasons historically why
Governments should become stronger.

As our capacity to cause damage to our-
selves and to others increases it will per-
haps be necessary to have more powerful
Governments to control this trend. We are
all aware of the fact that the modern
methods of manufacture are instrumental
in pouring large quantities of toxic sub-
stances into streams and oceans. This is
something that must be faced by modern
man; it is something that was not exper-
ienced thousands of years ago. As a result
of this, Governments will Probably have to
be tougher in order to protect us and our
environment. The person who decides to
speed in a motor vehicle is far more dan-
gerous than the man on foot and it may
be necessary to impose greater restrictions
because of the capacity the speeding
motorist has to harm his fellow man.

So although Parliament is weak, Govern-
ments. are becoming stronger and even
though this is so throughout the world it
does not mean that we cannot place a
hedge around such increasing Government
power.

Sir Charles Court: Has not the public
a more effective voice today than It had
previously?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Does the honourable
member mean by virtue of their represent-
ation In Parliament?

Sir Charles Court: Not only by their
representation in Parliament but by many
other means-for example by the media
which is more effective and more searching
than it has been.

Mr. A. R. TONKIaN: I agree, but they
also have tremendous forces against them
In the shape of Governments and huge
corporations, which also have great power.
I do not know whether the power of the
people to make themselves heard has
grown as greatly as has the power of Gov-
ernments.

Sir Charles Court: Had You made this
speech after you had been a Minister for
six months you would probably have had
different views.
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Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Perhaps that is why
I should make the speech now.

Sir Charles Court: We are trying to en-
courage you because we know this is part
of your campaign.

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: At some stage or
another there must be imposed a self-
denying ordinance by Governments-and
this means by the Ministers themselves--
and others who succeed them. I think the
present Government has already done this
by appointing a Parliamentary Commis-
sioner.

That was something this Government
did, and It is something which can hedge
a Government with restrictions. I would
suggest that if Governments do not do this
of their own volition then it will be forced
on them by popular campaigns. Although
Parliament is weak, I think It has enormous
potential power which is all based on its
legislative power. It does not have to be
a mere rubber stamp. I do not believe that
Parliament should continue to be an insti-
tutional matrix within which the bureauc-
racy tends to grow and become more
powerful. I do not think Parliament has to
provide the bed for such growth.

Very often I think we in Parliament are
playing a part. Sometimes we thunder, and
sometimes we abuse one another-perhaps
too often. Yet the real power lies else-
where. When a Government Introduces a
measure In this House are we in a position
to make a proper judgment on It, and
are we able to change It for the better,
based on knowledge? Are we to a large
extent merely carrying out the wishes of a
powerful bureaucracy? I am sure that
members opposite who fornerly were Min-
isters, and members on this side of the
House who are now Ministers, must realise
that the Civil Service has a very powerful
role in the shaping of legislation.

Mr. Hartrey:. And administering It.

Mr. A. ft. TONKIN: Of course, the Civil
Service admiisters the legislation, but I
am thinking mainly of the legislative role.
When legislation is introduced into this
Chamber we have the procedure known as
the House resolving Itself into a Committee
of a whole. In some ways that is a very
good system. In following this procedure I
notice four particular persons are given
some exercise. For instance, the Sergeant-
at-Arm has to rise and remove the Mace
to a lower part of the table; the Speaker
has to get out of the Chair, maybe to
restore his circulation;. the Chairman of
Committees has to assume the Chair; and
the Clerk has to move to enable the Chair-
man to do so.

However, we have exactly the same mem-
bers in the Chamber when a measure is
dealt with in Committee. It is true that in
the Committee stage the rules of debate
are different. It is interesting to note that
the Speaker is not allowed to remain in

the Chair when the Chairman or his
deputy takes over. In the old days the
Speaker was considered to be the spokes-
man of the Sovereign, and was not to be
trusted to listen to what mnembers had to
say In Cormmittee. Hence the expression
that a body goes into conmnittee, which
means the exclusion of strangers. The idea
of moving the Speaker out of the Chair
and enabling one of the members to assume
the Chair as Chainnan of Commnittees was
that the Chairman would not pimnp to the
Sovereign. That is the strange custom
'which has evolved over a period of time.

We are the same members sitting in the
House when we are dealing with a measure
as a Committee of the whole House, al-
though the rules of debate are somewhat
different. Most people are absolutely
amazed when they are told that when the
House goes into Committee, we are not
doing so in the true sense; in fact, we
are the same members, but we speak for
a shorter period of time in the Cormmittee
stage.

Mr. Hutchinson: Is not the matter of
debate the vital thing?

Mr. A. R. TONKCIN: That is important.
If we did not have a committee system,
and tried to Introduce amendments under
the Standing Orders at the second reading
stage the procedure would be cumbersome.
I suppose that at the Committee stage an
opportunity Is given to debate amendments.
However, In Commnittee we have the situa-
tion where one member is speaking and the
remaining 5D) are listening or doing what-
ever they want to do. This is a very in-
efficient system for 51 members of the
House to be tied up In Committee on a
particular subject.

Sir Charles Court: At least the public
are fully aware of what we are doing. I
think you will defeat your own ends If you
suggest that we adopt the system of some
other Parliaments where the members
retire Into real committees and where In
some cases the public are excluded.

Mr. A. R. TONflq: I am not suggesting
that at all. In fact, under the system
adopted by the House of Commons both
the public and the members of the Press
are admitted. Very often the debates are
open and members of the public can make
submissions to the Committee. if 'we
were to lock ourselves into little rooms I
agree the purpose would be defeated, but
that is not my Idea at all.

We have increasing complexity in legis-
lation. The other day when I was in the
Chair as Deputy Chairman and we were
dealing with the Education Act Amend-
ment Bill, the member for Moore decided
to withdraw an amendment, and this
caught the member far Floreat napping
because lie was not aware of the with-
drawal. In this kind of situation he was
trying to satisfy all members, because it
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related to a question involving fairly com-
plex drafting. Just imagine the advan-
tage if we had been a small. committee
sitting around a table with the Parliamen-
tary Draftsman, the member for Moore.
the member for Floreat, and the Minister
discussing this problem thoroughly. That
would be a desirable Procedure.

As time goes on we face an Increasing
volume of business In Parliament. It is
desirable for more and more members to
take part In dealing with legislation.' We
are here as legislators, but most members
do not achieve a great deal In this respect.
The role of a back-bench member on the
Glovernment. side is very frustrating. I
realise that Ministers have portfolios to
administer, and I believe that by and large
they are doing a very goad job:, but what
is my role In this situation? What contri-
bution can I really make in this kind of
situation?

Mr. Rushton: You can help to make
better laws.

Mr. A. H. TONKIN: That Is so, but It-is
not easy to do that. Contributions can be
made by members in the party room, but
the problem is that the Government has
a very heavy legislative programme and
there is limited time for members on this
side of the House or on the opposite side
to get up and speak. I draw the atten-
tion of members to a measure -which 'was
debated yesterday, and which took from
5.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. That is very serious
to a Government which has a heavy legis-
lative load.

Mr. Hutchinson: On that occasion the
Minister in charge of the measure spoke
for far too long In replying to the debate.
He stone-walled for half an hour longer
than he needed to.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I shall not enter
into a debate on that Bill. I am not
laying the blame on anyone; I am merely
saying that we spent five hours in debat-
Ing the measure, and for all that time the
business of the House was slowed down.
Most members were not taking part in
the debate, and therefore their time was
wasted.

Mr. Hutchinson: The measure deals with
pre-school education, and this is a vital
subject. Some back-bench members on
the Government side should have spoken
in the debate.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Perhaps we should
have; but if 'we had we would not have
concluded the debate before midnight. If
we had perhaps we would not have made a
very different contribution from that made
by members who did speak.

Mr. Hutchinson: Under your proposal
you will prevent members from speaking
on an important piece of legislation.

Mr. A. R, TONKIN: I am not suggesting
that: I am suggesting greater participa-
tion by members. Under the present sys-
tem when one member is speaking the
other 50 are listening, and this appears to
me to be a waste of time. We have to
specialise. Whilst personally I am very
Interested in pre-school education, I am
not greatly interested In rape seed. It is a
waste of the time of members to have to
sit here for five hours to listen to a
measure which perhaps concerns half a
dozen members.

Mr. Hutchinson: You are wrong there.
Mr. A. R, TONKIN: We have the situ-

ation of one member speaking while the
remaining 50 are sitting down.

Mr. Hutchinson: This Is public appre-
ciation, but it should be appreciation by
members of Parliament in legislation that
Is introduced. I did not speak on that
particular Bill, but I was very lnterestcd.

Mr. Taylor; Interested in rape seed?
Mr. Hutchinson: I was referring to pre-

school education. One would think that
the mind of the Minister for Labour would
be above that sort of thing. What would
people think of such a remark from a
Minister who is aL prospective Deputy
Premier?

The SPEAKER: Order! Members will
keep order.

Mr. Hutchinson: Let the Minister keep
order.

The SPEAKER: The member for Cot-
tesloe will keep order while I am on my
feet.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN; I am surprised by
the comment made by the member for Cot-
tesloe. The rape seed Bill was before the
House last year.

Mr. Hutchinson: You should not be sur-
prised by this; you should be surprised by
the remark of the Minister.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: The Minister merely
made a remark that the honourable mem-
ber would not be interested in the subject
of tape seed.

Mr. Hutchinson: That is incidental to
what you are talking about.

The SPEAKER: Order! I suggest the
member for Mirrabooka address the Chair.

Mr. Hutchinson: That is an Incidental
Issue. Let us be sensible about this. That is
a stupid remark from a prospective Deputy
Premier. The Minister has fixed himself
as far as I am concerned. I will vote for
Don May!

Mr. A. R. TONKfI: I am quite happy to
make the point that it is an inefficient
system where 50 members are compelled to
listen while one member speaks on a par-
ticular issue. I am dealing with the situa-
tion as it is. It is true that we should all
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be interested in every measure that is in-
troduced in the H-ouse, but the fact of the
matter Is that we have to speclalise and
we cannot be very well informed on every
issue that is before us, To suggest other-
wise is, in my opinion, to be dishonest.

The idea of referring a matter to a
standing committee is not a new one as
far as the Parliament of Western Austra-
lia is concerned. Standing Orders 259 and
260 of this House have been promulgated
to allow this to occur.

Sir Charles Court: I for one sincerely
hope that we do not practice it too often,
because it is fraught with great danger.
If we do then everything might be referred
to committees, and members can be shirk-
ing their responsibilities.

Mr. A. R, TONKIN: I1 do not know how
members would shirk their responsibilities
if under a committee system they were
able to find out what was going on as a
result of discussions with civil servants
and the Parliamentary Draftsman.

Sir Charles Court: You are missing the
point I am making. We are here with a
collective responsibility. The whole idea of
Parliament is that we meet as a body of
people from all walks of life with different
experiences. If members handle their con-
tributions effectively they should be able
to get their message across.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I believe that with
the adoption of a committee system mem-
bers of Parliament in their legislative
functions would be accessible to the people
In a way which at the present time they
are denied. it would be possible under such
a committee system to have a discussion
around the table with members of all part-
ies, civil servants, the Parliamentary
Draftsman, and members of the public who
have a particular interest in the piece of
legislation under discussion.

Mr. Rushton: I think in this regard you
are being more idealistic than practical.'

Mr. A. R. TONIN: I am not being
Idealistic. Perhaps the honourable member
would say that the British House of Com-
mons, the Australian Senate, the American
Senate, and the Canadian Senate and
House of Commons are idealistic. I do not
think I am: in fact, I am being realistic
because our present system of Committee
is not a proper system of committee.

Another advantage of such a committee
system would be the tapping of expertise
under which members of Parliament would
be able to sit across the table with a civil
servant, a member of a Government de-
partment, an engineer, and so on, to dis-
cuss the Problems involved; and in so do-
ing really understand the problems faced
by a particular Government department.
This would bring about a good and free
interchange between members of Parlia-

menit and civil servants. I think we would
gain considerably from the adoption of
such a system.

Mr. W. A. Manning: What part would
Lhe Minister in charge of the particular
measure play?

Mr. A. R. TQNKINl: Presumably he
would be a member of the committee. Ob-
viously there are different ways of setting
up committees. it Is envisaged that the
Minister would be on the committee auto-
matically. There is no doubt that the vol-
ume of legislation coming before Parlia-
ment is increasing. We have only to look
at the record of Statutes to see that the
number of Bills is increasing. I1 think the
number will continue to increase, and Gov-
ernments will have to regularise the lives
of the people for reasons I have given
earlier in this speech.

If the volume of our legislation continues
to increase, either we will have to sit longer
hours during more weeks, or allow fewer
and fewer members to participate and
speak. I do not particularly want to speak
on agricultural matters and perhaps I
should be ashamed to say that.

Mr. W. 0. Young: You should be
ashamed of yourself!

Mr. N alder: You have already com-
mented on such matters.

Mr. A. H. TONKIN: I do not know
enough about agricultural matters but I
feel that if I had the time and access to
the necessary expertise I could become in-
terested. However, I think my time could
be better spent studying other subjects in
which I am interested and in which I al-
ready have expertise. I am sure some
members of the Country Party would niot
be interested in every measure which
comes before Parliament, or if they were
the interests of such members would be
at such a superficial level they would not
fully understand the subject.

As our legislative programme increases
we sit longer hours, mainly because of our
inefficiency and because one person speaks
while 50 others listen. Perhaps 30 of those
50 members are not really interested in the
subject under discussion.

Mr. O'Connor: Does the honorable memn-
ber think that is the position now?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Yes, I do.
Mr. O'Connor: That Is very wrong.
Mr. A. - . TONKIN: Let us be frank with

one another. Would not the member for
Mt. Lawley agree that is the situation now?

Mr. O'Connor: No.
Mr. O'Neil: You mean, right now!
Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I take the point.

There are some subjects-such as the one
now before us-.iin which all members are
interested because it deals with the whole
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basis of Parliament, but other technical
matters interest only a certain number of
people.

Mr. W. A. Manning: Your neighbours
are not very interested at the moment.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: It is a shame! With
the introduction of a committee system
the legislative Programme of this Parlia-
ment could be multiplied many times, I
must admit-to my dying shame-that one
night recently when the Leader of the
Opposition was speaking on the subject of
evaporites I did not listen to the debate.
However, while that debate took Place I
could have been employed usefully else-
where attending a committee meeting with
a half-dozen other people inquiring into
another matter, and other groups could
have been dealing with other Bills. With
such a system, and a small House such as
we have-I think a total of three commnit-
tees would 'be our maximum-we would do
three times the amount of work. Members
would be able to apply themselves to their
jabs.

Mr, W. A. Manning: Would the House
have to accept the reports from the com-
mittees?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: No, the reports
would not have to be accepted.

Mr. E. H. MT. Lewis: What would happen
after the committee had discussed a Bill?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: The committee
would present its report to Parliament,
and it has to be borne in mind that all
Parties would be represented on the com-
mittee. However, the Government would
have the majority, and the Minister would
be a member of the committee. The re-
port which was presented to Parliament
would be a concensus of opinion of the
particular committee and it would be
known that the members of the committee
would have had the opportunity to cross-
examine leading people in the particular
field and subject. I refer to People from
the university, from industrial organisa-
tions, and from the Civil Service.

If a pre-school education Bill was under
discussion the committee could call on
members of the Kindergarten Association,
practising teachers who would be familiar
with the subject, members of the kinder-
garten board, and so on. Perhaps a lec-
turer in pre-school education could be
called upon.

I think that by and large the members
of this House would accept the report of
a committee. However, the House would
not be obliged to accept any report. If
the members of the Country Party knew
that their spokesman on the particular
subject was present at the committee dis-
cussion I think those members would tend
to accept the report. That would apply
to each political party. However, there
would always be the iwovlsion that the

report would not have to be accepted.
Obviously, Parliament cannot be bound
by a report Produced by five people.

Mr. E. H. M. Lewis: On highly contro-
versial matters the report of the commit-
tee would be debated fully In the Parlia-
ment so where would we save time?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Some Parliaments
require that certain matters be referred to
standing committees unless otherwise
ordered. Another system could be to refer
only those matters which the House
thought desirable. Somne small Bills deal-
ing only with machinery matters are
rushed through the Committee stage in
a matter of minutes, and obviously such
Bills would not be referred to a standing
committee. However, a matter on which
the Government and the Opposition could
not get together under any circumstances
would not be referred to a committee be-
cause nothing would be achieved at that
stage. But so many of our Bills deal only
with technical matters and we basically
agree to them at the second reading stage.

The second reading stage of a Bill Is the
time to express disagreement, and the
Committee stage is the time to make
amendments. If members opposite were
completely opposed to a Bill Put forward
by the Government they would oppose It
during the second reading stage and, per-
haps, divide in an attempt to refuse the
second reading. Presuming the Govern-
ment--with its numbers-passes the second
reading then the report of the committee
might just as well be accepted because
the Opposition would also be beaten dur-
ing the Committee stage. If disagreement
with a Bill is shown by dividing at the
second reading stage there would be no
point in debating the committee repori
because it would still be passed on the
numbers.

Mr. W. A. Manning: Does the honour-
able member really think It would happen
that way-the committee's report would
just be accepted?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: No, I am saying it
would depend on how serious the opposi-
tion was to the second reading. If the
Opposition made its position clear on a
measure and divided at the second reading
stage It would be a waste of time to debate
the measure again during the Commuittee
stage.

The committees which I propose will
examine the technicalities of various Bills,
rather than the basic ideological content
which should be discussed at the second
reading stage. I emphasise that the com-
mittees will do the work usually done dur-
ing the committee stage.

Mr. Rushton: it is a good thing you are
making this speech before going into Op-
position.

Mr. Moiler: He has years to spare.
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Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I would be prepared
to make this same speech in Opposition;
that shows I am sincere in this matter.

Mr. Thompson: We will give you an op-
portunity next year.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I believe the Par-
liament should be able to check on whkat
the Government is doing. No matter what
Government is in power Its members carry
out their work to the best of their ability.
However. I do not know that members
have the same scope as they would have
under a committee system. When discuss-
ing an educational matter the committee
members could actually speak to the
Director-General of Education and ask him
his alternatives to certain proposals. Those
alternatives could then be discussed.

Mr. E. H. M. Lewis: I think many public
servants would be put in a very difficult
situation.

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: Well, they must be
put into very difficult situations in the
countries I have mentioned Previously.
Obviously, policy matters will have to be
decided by the Minister but civil servants
will be able to explain the technicalities.

Take, for example, the question of
country high schools. There is a danger
that the establishment of too many high
schools would be to the detriment of the
country areas. As the former Minister for
Education would know, we do not have as
many qualified teachers as we would like to
have. If we had, for example, 100 senior
high schools established throughout West-
ern Australia we might have only enough
senior masters for '70 of those schools. In
that case 30 schools would be understaffed.
In those circumstances a superintendent
could be called before a committee and
asked to put forward alternatives. It is
possible that it would be necessary to up-
grade the hostel system. I think that the
civil servants would not be embarrassed in
fields such as this.

Mr. E. H. M. Lewis: The difficulty In
such a case would be the question of the
border line between technical and political
issues.

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: I can quite see that.
but I do not know that Public servants
are really all that timid.

Mr. E. H. M. Lewis: I do not think It
would be fair to draw them into a political
matter.

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: I think the line of
demarcation would be Present, and I know
the committee system works In other
countries. I think an advantage would be
that the Government, having a majority,
would carry out a genuine review.

Mr. Hutchinson: In his research has the
honourable member determined who should
say which Bills should go to this type of
committee?

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: The British Parlia-
ment has a system which I consider to be
very clumsy. Mr. Heath is looking at it.
and the system will probably be changed.
They have 20 nucleus members with no
special expertise, and then another 30-
odd members making up a committee of 50.
Special committees from A to H are set up
and Bills are sent to those undifferentiated
committees for examination. However, that
is not the system I am considering. I am
thinking of a system where committees
would be based largely on portfolios.

Mr. Hutchinson: But earlier You said
there was no necessity for all Bills to go
before this type of committee.

Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: That is right.
Mr. Hutchinson: So who will determine

which Bills will go before the committees?
Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: The members of the

House. Let us suppose Bills were auto-
matically to go into the Committee stage
unless otherwise ordered. In such an in-
stance the Minister would move that the
Committee stage be taken immediately
after the second reading. If a member of
the Opposition thought that the Bill would
be best dealt with by a standing committee
be would move accordingly and the House
would decide.

Mr. W. A. Manning: It would really be
under the control of the Government,
anyway.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: Yes, that is true.
The House Is under the control of the
Government and one cannot get away
from that situation. The honourable mem-
ber opposite is probably suggesting that
If the Government wanted to kill the
system It could, and there is no doubt about
that. However, a good Opposition would be
able to show the people that a measure
treated in such a manner was being killed.

Mr. Hutchinson: This is where I feel
Your Government would star-in Opposi-
tion.

Mr. May: The member for Cottesloe
may not be around to see it.

Mr. Hutchinson: Who knows?
Mr. A. Rt. TONKIN: Let me briefly sum

up the committee system. The Government
would Provide the chairman, and the Min-
ister would be on the committee.

The committee would have the Power to
examine witnesses from within or outside
the Public Service, and could decide
whether or not to take its evidence in pub-
lic. I would think it desirable for the corn-
inittee to take Its evidence in Public, but
there may be some issues in which this could
not be done in the interests of a particular
person or company, or in the interests of
security, which would apply more in the
Commonwealth field.

In the United Kingdom, where evidence
is taken in public, a member of Parliament
who is not a member of the committee Is
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allowed to attend the meeting, ask ques- Sir Charles Court: Not willingly.
tions, and so on. So if an education com-
mittee were meeting, there would be noth-
Ig to stop a member of Parliament who

was not a member of the committee going
along to the meeting, unless the commit-
tee decided otherwise, which it might do if
it had to meet a deadline. It is important
that Hills do not become buried in commit-
tees, and the committees would have con-
trol over this matter; but, generally speak-
ing, members of Parliament who were not
members of a Particular committee could
listen to what was going on but could not
take part in the deliberations of the com-
mittee.

Mr. W. A. Manning: Would there not be
other committees sitting at the same time,
on one of which one might be serving?

Mr. A. ft. TONKIN: That is true; but
one might be on a committee which was
not meeting, or one might not have any
particular interest in the matter being
dealt with by that committee.

Mr. W. A. Manning: One would be wast-
ing one's time again.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I do not think one
would be. If most of the members of this
House were on three committees, they
would be doing three things instead of one
and could use every minute. I would think
it was more of a waste of time sitting here
listening to a debate one did not under-
stand.

Mr. E. H. M. Lewis: The committees
would not sit only while the House was in
session.

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: No. They would sit
on Wednesday afternoons, and so on.

I think I have made my main points. I
am suggesting it is desirable that this
whole concept be examined by a Select
Committee of this House. I believe this re-
form will come to this Parliament as it
has come to the Senate in Australia, the
House of Commons and the Senate in Can-
ada, and the Parliaments of the United
States and the United Kingdom. The re-
form is desirable because members of Par-
liament will be better informed, which
should mean the people will be better in-
formed; but it will not work or be intro-
duced without a self-denying ordinance on
the part of the Government, without a de-
cision by the Government, or without so
much agitation that the Government is
forced to accede to requests for such a sys-
tem.

Mr. Thompson: Has the committee sys-
tem in Canberra resulted in the Senate
sitting fewer hours?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: I do not have the
statistics relating to that. I do not think
we would sit fewer hours, but I think the
hours would not continue to increase. The
autumn session was first introduced in
1968.

.Mr. A. R. TONKIN: But we are now
finding it very difficult to get through our
work in two sessions. I think the volume of
work will continue to grow and members
will tend not to take Part in debates be-
cause of time pressure. I do not anticipate
the committee system will result in
shorter sitting hours but that we will use
the sitting hours more effectively by ex-
amining legislation. We will know just
what legislation contains because we will
have discussed it with people inside and
outside the Public Service.

Mr. Rushton: Is it possible we are bring-
ing in too much legislation?

Mr. A. R. TONKIN: That is a possibility.
I ask members to support the motion be-
cause I believe we should investigate a
method for mnodernising and streamlining
our Parliament.

Debat e adjourned, on motion by Mr.
J. T. Tonkin (Premier).

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN MARINE ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Council; and, on

motion by Mr. Davies (Minister for
Health), read a first time.

MEDICAL SCHlOOL
First-year Students: Motion

DR. DADOUR (Subiaco) (6.52 P.M.): I
move-

That in the opinion of this House,
we deplore the failure of the Govern-
menit to take the necessary steps to
alleviate the crisis in the medical
school whereby many first-year stud-
ents are unable to Continue with their
medical course when there are emer-
gency measures that can be taken to
relieve the crisis partially in the short
term while longer term solutions are
Implemented.

The reason for moving this motion Is quite
obvious. At the end of last Year and the
beginning of this year we were confronted
with a crisis in which a large number of
medical students who had successfully
completed their first-year examinations
were unable to continue into the second
year.

The existing situation in the Medical
School Is that all students who wish to
do first-year medicine and who have
passed the matriculation requirements are
Permitted to enrol. This situation has
held well for many years because the mai-
mum number of students permitted to
enter first-year medicine Is 190, and as
far as I can ascertain the number of
applicants has never exceeded 190. So
up to 190 students enter first-year nmedi-
cie, or part thereof, each year.
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Only 90 students are permitted to enter
second-year medicine. They come from
various sources. The first source is those
second-year students who failed to satisfy
the examiner and who desire to repeat the
second year. They might have come very
close to passing, or there might have been
extenuating circumstances such as an acci
dent, illness, and so on, or a death In the
family. Perhaps three or four students
are permitted to repeat second-year medi-
cine,

The second source of second-year medi-
cal students is those who have completed
a Bachelor of Science degree and who are
desirous of changing over to medicine.
These people would have passed the first-
Year medicine subjects at some time during
the course for the Bachelor of Science
degree.

However, the majority of second-year
medical students are those who have
passed the first year. In 1972 there were
131 successful first-year students, but only
90 or fewer were permitted to enter second
year. The remaining 41 were dispersed
into other faculties and a small number
of them were permitted to repeat the first
year.

This is difficult to understand. Stud-
ents who have passed an examination are
given permission to repeat the same year
to see whether they can achieve a better
result and gain entrance to the second
year of that faculty. r think that is wrong.
If a person has satisfied the examiners,
he has a right to be allowed to continue.

Mr. Bertram: Who are those selected?
Dr. DADOUR: Those who have the top

passes are selected-those who pass with
top marks. The top 90 go into second year
and the others are dispersed Into other
faculties, except for a few who are per-
mitted to repeat the first year. Those
who repeat first year lose the Common-
wealth scholarship, if they have one. This
is a great burden to the parents of the
students. If they manage to pass the
second time, the scholarship Is reinstated.

There are approximately 190 students
In the Faculty of Medicine this year, and
it is almost certain there will be more
passes this year than In 1972; so there
will be a greater number of successful
students who will not be permitted to
continue into second year. Without doubt,
this situation presents a scandalous and
shocking crisis. There are no other words
for it.

Mr. Bryce: Is it a new problem?
Dr. DADOUR: It is a problem which

has become extremely large. In the past,
a small number were not able to continue
-never more than 20. The problem has
blossomed.

Mr. Bertram: When did the problem
first emerge?

Dr. DADOUR: It has existed from the
very beginning of the Medical School In
Western Australia but it has become
greatly magnified-to such an extent that
it has developed into a scandalous and
shocking crisis. It is a disastrous and dis-
graceful situation.

Mr. Bertram: Do you possess the rem-
edy?

Dr. DADOUR: I do possess the remedy,
as I will Point out to the intelligent mem-
ber for Mt. Hawthorn.

Mr. Bertram: Charming!

Dr. DADOUR: The solution is so simple
that I wonder why it has not been adopted.

Mr. Hutchinson: This is the thing to lis-
ten to.

Dr. DADOIIR: The existing situation is
contrary to our way of life because anyone
who passses an examination in a faculty
has a democratic right to continue in that
faculty. We tolerated the situation when
there were two, three, or four students who
could not continue because that was the
natural dropout rate. Those students
usually repeated the first year and gained
sufficient marks to Pass the next time.
Students who repeat a year must achieve
higher marks than those who are doing it
(or the first time. When taking a second
bite at the cherry they must achieve a
margin of 6 or 8 per cent, above those who
do the first year for the first time; so they
are at a disadvantage.

The existing situation is wrong for sev-
eral reasons. The first is that a student
who passes an examination is not able to
continue in his chosen profession. The sec-
ond is that there is a shortage of doctors
in Western Australia, yet we are diverting
successful students into other professions.

The third point is that many of those
students channelled into other faculties
would have made excellent doctors. Re-
member that many students with lower
pass marks-not all, of course, because
there could be some with greater Intelli-
gence who have not worked very bard-
have worked to their utmost capacity and
would, if permitted to carry on, make ex-
cellent doctors. Prom that point of view
alone the system is wrong.

Fourthly, many of those who fall by the
wayside must become malcontents. They
become embittered. The parents of many
such students have made a supreme sacri-
fice by keeping their children at school
Probably longer than they could afford to
and have encouraged the children to
study by keeping the house as quiet as
possible, etc. After going to all that
trouble they find their children are not
allowed to continue in their chosen pro-
fession, even though they have passed the
examinations. Is it any wonder that the
parents and students become bitter?
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The fifth point is that we have a, short-
age of doctors in Western Australia. This
may be illustrated by the fact that an av-
erage of 25 foreign doctors come to West-
ern Australia each year. Taking those five
paints into consideration, one can see that
we have a shocking waste of our young-
sters who have worked hard to pass their
examinations, but who are not allowed to
continue at the Medical School. Words
fail me on this matter; I have thought of
adjectives such as "disastrous". "shock-
ing", and "scandalous", but they are not
really adequate in this situation.

Earlier this year a hue and cry arose over
the matter and the State and Federal Min-
isters were approached. But what has the
Government done? In 1972, 30 per cent.
of those students who passed were not per-
mitted to proceed to the next year. This
Year the percentage will probably be 40.
Something should have been done. it is
obvious that the present Government has
little or no understanding of the problem.
1 say that categorically because what I1 am
about to reveal shortly will stun members
and make their hair stand on end.

I believe there has been a great deal
of incompetency on the part of the acade-
mics. Their attitude leaves a lot to be
desired. I am ashamed of the crisis which
has arisen.

Mr. Bertram: I think You ought to be.

Dr. DADOUR: I would hate at this time
to take first-year medicine and then be
required to repeat as some of our young
students are required to do at the moment.
It is most unfair In every sense. It is said
that the crisis which exists in the Medical
School is due to a lack of space, facili-
ties, and teachers.

Mr. Bertram: And patients. I am told
they are relevant, too.

Dr. DADOIJR: I am sure the member
for Mt. Hawthorn would like to help out
in that regard. I will return to that
matter because I wish to proceed with my
speech in chronological order.

Each of the problems I have mentioned
could quite easily be overcome and at no
great cost. The solution is so simple that
it is clear to me the Government has made
no real effort to alleviate the crisis. It
has adopted no real approach. I know
that to be a fact, and shortly I will tell
the House why. I believe members of the
Government have sat on their bottoms and
done nothing whatsoever. The only ex-
cuse or reason I have read in the Press.
is that the university is an autonomous
body, and may select students as it desires
and allocate quotas where it considers
necessary. I know that to be a fact; I
know the university Is an autonomous
body. That is in its rules. However, the
university Is approachable, and this is
where the tragedy lies. I believe no real

approach has been made. The only step
taken by the Government was the negative
one of discouraging students from enter-
ing the Faculty of Medicine. I will elab-
orate on that point shortly.

Coming to the present situation, how
would we on this side deal with the crisis
If we were the Government?

Mr. Bertram: How did you? That Is the
question.

Dr. DADOUR: We did not have to deal
with it. H-ad it arisen when we were the
Government I could have dealt with It
just as any member on this side could have
dealt with it; but we are not the Govern-
ment.

Mr. Bertram: You were.
Dr. DADOUR: We are not the Govern-

ment at the moment.
Mr. Hartrey: Aren't you lucky!
Dr. DADOUR: I think we are lucky be-

cause we are able to fire some bullets.
Mr. Bertram: We have been waiting a

long time for them.
Dr. DADOUR: The member for Mt.

Hawthorn will probably lose a lot more
hair before then.

Mr. Bertram: You have us on the brink;
this Is brinkmanship.

Dr. DADOUR: The salient point is that
if we were the Governmnent we would in-
vestigate the present facilities in the area
of Immediate need. At the moment the
area of immediate need is second-year
medicine. We Would Investigate the
amount of space, equipment, and staff
necessary to take more students in second-
year medicine; that is, to take those who
have been rejected.

How would we be able to get those
students into second year? Obviously the
professors and senior staff in the subjects
of anatomy, physiology, and biochemistry
-those being the subjects covered in the
second year-should have been consulted.
But at no time have they been consulted
regarding the present crisis. The result
of our investigations would be that with
careful timetabling it would be possible to
take extra students into second-year medi-
cine, and subsequently into third-year
medicine. Although the immediate prob-
lem would require the provision of extra
teachers, that matter could easily be re-
solved because there are a number of un-
employed doctors of philosophy at the
moment.

This is another of my pet subjects; that
is. what should and should not be permit-
ted regarding post-graduate work. How-
ever, that subject will come up for discus-
sion at another time,

To return to my point: we have unem-
ployed doctors of philosophy specialising in
the subjects I mentioned. The cost of em-
ploying six or eight of those doctors would
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be something like $40,000 to $50,000 a year.
Surely that is not a great sum. With care-
ful timetabling those doctors would be able
to handle the second-year subjects. Very
little extra equipment would be needed.

Mr. Bertram: Why didn't the university
do that?

Dr. DADOUR: I will come to that as I
proceed. The honourable member has no
chance of ruffling me; I will tell my story
in the way I wish to tell it.

You will recall, Mr. Speaker, that I said
the solution is so simple that it Is scan-
dalous and unbelievable that the steps I
have outlined were not taken. Unfortun-
ately I have to blame the Minister for
Health for this. I believe there are other
areas of need-and I will name them
shortly-which is probably the reason that
nothing has been done.

The second problem is the one which will
arise when the extra students get to fourth
year, because third-year medicine is virtu-
ally a continuation of second year. al-
though pharmacology is Included. It would
take two years for the extra students to
reach fourth year; so we have two years
in which to plan and to cater for them.

We know the new Medical School will
not have sufficient space to cope with the
extra students. If we were to amalgamate
the public health laboratories and the uni-
versity laboratories we would have more
space and sufficient teachers to handle the
extra students when they reach fourth
year; and on top of that our laboratory
services would be more efficient and much
more economical because we would do
away with unnecessary duplication. We
would still have a lack of laboratories, but
we would have sufficient to cope with the
extra students. It is not infeasible that new
laboratories could be built on top of the
existing mortuary building. The cost of
that is hard to assess, but I am told prob-
ably $500,000 would be sufficient to build
laboratories to cater for the extra students
when they reach fourth year, and subse-
quently when they are in fifth year.

An amount of $500,000 is not very much
when one stops and thinks that more than
half of that amount was spent last year
an an intercommunication system at one
of our teaching hospitals.

The third problem concerns the necessity
to have sufficient teaching material: that
is, patients with various diseases who could
be used for teaching purposes. We have
heard a great hue and cry about the in-
sufficient number of patients for the stu-
dents. This problem may be partially al-
leviated by the fact that the St. John of
God Hospital, Subiaco, may become a
teaching hospital. I used the word "may"
because at the moment this is up in the
air; but speculation has appeared in the
Press that that hospital could become a
teaching hospital.

I have always advocated that the short-
age of patients can be overcome to a great
degree by taking the students to the teach-
ing material rather than bringing the
teaching material to the students. The so-
called shortage of teaching material often
reflects the calibre of the teacher. I went
through Medical School In the years when
there were a large number of students, and
we had no more teaching material than is
presently available. However, we bad to
make ourselves available every day, and
under our own steam we visited various
patients admitted with a variety of corn-
plaints to different parts of the hospital.
Today we spoil students and try to give
them everything on a plate. I believe if we
tackle the problem in the manner I have
suggested we will find sufficient teaching
material is available provided the teachers
are of the right calibre.
Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 p.m.

Dr. DADOUR: Before the tea suspension
I was discussing the three areas which
should be investigated to cater for students
who passed their Medical School first-year
examinations, but who were not Permitted
to continue. I had indicated that If a
genuine approach had been made it would
have been found that the professors and
senior staff of the Departments of Anat-
omy, Physiology, and Biochemistry would
be only too pleased to carry on and take
the extra students if a little extra money
had been made available. They explained
that the extra money would be necessary
for a further six to eight teachers who
were virtually unemployed at the moment.
and that the cost involved would be between
$40,000 and $50,000. 1 had explained that
If the extra students were accepted for
tuition, insufficient space would be avail-
able to cope with them in their, fourth
Year. However, as I said, we had two years
In which to plan and Provide for what
was necessary. The amalgamation of the
public health laboratories and the uni-
versity laboratories would Provide more
space economically. Possibly on top of the
new mortuary further laboratories could
be established to cater for the extra
students.

I have also dealt with the Problem of
Insufficient teaching material. It Is under-
stood that St. John of God Hospital.
Subisco. may become a teaching hospital
and in this case a great deal more teaching
material will be available. I have Indicated
in previous speeches that a great deal
depends on the calibre of the teacher
because teachers must make themselves
available whenever suitable Patients are
admitted to the hospital.

These were the points I was making.
Bearing In mind all these facts, I was
horrified to learn that the medical faculty
has decided that of necessity, because of
insufficient money being provided by the
Government. the number of students to
enter first year in 1974 will be limited.
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The students will be accepted according to
their matriculation results. The top 90 who
apply will be selected.

The only action taken by the Govern-
ment resulted In students being discouraged
from entering the medical faculty. This is
a retrograde step and a negative ap-
proach. The present method Is much better.
At the moment, because all students are
permitted to enter first year, the medical
faculty has the opportunity to decide those
students who have the best aptitude and
motivation to study medicine. This Is an
equitable system because all the students
have the same teachers and facilities. If
applicants are chosen according to their
matriculation results this will not be fair
because we are all aware of the fact that
the subject and quality of teaching varies
in the different colleges and schools. As I
have said, the proposal is a negative one
and we must do something to prevent its
being put into operation.

By way of interjection I was asked what
I had done concerning the Present crisis at
the Medical School. Well, on the 12th Jan-
uary. 1973, when I became aware of the
terrible circumstances under which 41
successful Medical School first-year
students were unable to continue Into their
second year, I wrote to the Federal MAin-
ister for Education (Mr. Bcazley) indicat-
ing that I believed it was wrong that People
should be allowed to pass an examination
and then not be permitted to continue in
the study of the profession of their choice.
I1 asked him to deal with the matter with
the utmost urgency.

I also explained that I believed that in
the immediate future these students could
use the laboratories on a shift basis. In
other words, by careful timetabling and
arranging the lectures in shifts, all these
students would have the opportunity to
enter their second year of study, but I
Pointed out that It was extremely wrong
to debar any person from continuing with
his studies after having satisfied the ex-
amniners In any particular year.

Mr. Beazley replied to me pointing out
that the universities are autonomous bod-
ies and are responsible for determining
quotas in the various courses they offer.
He also indicated that some universities
cull the students out before the first Year.
while others do so after the end of the
first year. Mr. Beazley said-

I can well understand the dis-
appointment that must be felt by
students who are excluded from the
second Year of the course although
they have Passed the first year exam-
inations, even though they knew that
admission to second year would be
competitive. Hlowever, as I have men-
tioned, it is for the universities them-
selves to decide how quotas will be
applied.

I recognise that the universities have this
cight, but they are governed by the amount
of money they receive. In other words,
their autonomy Is only as good as the
amount of subsidy they receive. I know
that the Medical School faculty members
were willing to take the extra students if
they were provided with a little extra
money. However, no real approach was
made to them. Mr. Beazley's letter con-
tinues--

At the same time, I should mention
that a committee of the Australian
Universities Commission is currently
examining the position in all Austra-
lian medical schools...

The report of that examination will be pre-
sented shortly. A special committee, under
the chairmanship of Professor Icarmiel,
Professor of Economics at the Adelaide
University, was established by the Austra-
lian Universities Commission and its re-
port will be submitted shortly. However, it
is understood that 120 students will be
admitted every year. Nevertheless, this is
not the answer to the immediate problem;
that is, that 41 students this year were un-
able to continue. I wrote my letter and re-
ceived the reply before the university year
commenced, but I could carry the matter
no further.

At no time did the Dean of the Faculty
of Medicine or the Minister for Health
approach the heads of the departments at
the Medical School to ascertain whether
the extra students could be taken into
the second year. Herein lies the tragedy;
that Is. that no genuine approach was
made by anyone. I do not believe that
those responsible should ever be forgiven.

As I have already pointed out, a great
need exists for doctors. We have the people
with the brains to enable them to become
doctors and yet they are prevented from
doing so. This situation leads to discon-
tent and a great deal of disquiet and it
is not fair to the parents and families of
the students concerned. They have made
all the necessary sacrifices to put their
sons or daughters through medicine and
then just when the children show promise
and Pass the first year examinations it
is found that no room or teachers are
available to enable further studies to be
undertaken.

As I have said, the problems could be
overcome at a small cost. The heads of de-
partients in second year were willing to
cater for the extra students if they were
provided with a little more money and staff
together with some equipment at a cost
of between $40,000 and $50,000. Actually
the figure would be close to $50,000. Of
this amount half would have been obtained
from the Federal Government because if a
direct approach is made and a need exists
a triennium can be opened and the funds
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made available. Surely the crisis facing us
at present would represent the necessary
need.

Another aspect I wish to discuss is that
many people are of the opinion that the
Medical School should have its own grant
because its needs are very different from
those of the rest of the university. Bloth
the nonmnedical and the medical sections
are all the time competing and squabbling
about the little money which is available.
AS I have pointed out in previous speeches,
a great deal of money Is necessary to train
a medical student and for this reason I
believe the Medical School should have its
own grant to enable it to operate in har-
mony with the visiting doctors. We must
ensure that extra finance is made avail-
able so that adequate space, staff, and
equipment can be provided in order that
we can continue to produce the best pos-
sible doctors for Western Australia.

We can be very Proud that our Medical
School turns out doctors of world class.
The young men and women who graduate
in medicine from our university are in
world class and, at the time of graduation,
as good as any medical student anywhere
else in the world. They are a credit to us.
This is accomplished only by the devotion of
the staff and all concerned. we should
be permitted to continue to achieve these
fine results. Indeed, we must continue to
turn out the best doctors. There should
be no more temporary accommodation
and penny-pinching as there has been in
the past. We should look at this problem
more closely and be more liberal with our
grants. We should have an eye to the
future of the Medical School.

The existing Medical School must serve
our needs virtually until the year 2000.
It should serve our needs until that time.
If we concentrate our attention on the
Medical School one day It will be turning
out 200 graduates a year. At that stage
It will be necessary to have a second
medical school. The present school should
be able to turn out 200 doctors a year
before another is needed.

We all know how expensive It Is to train
students and put them through the six-
Year course. For the sake of economy, we
should not think of a second medical
school until we reach the point where 200
students graduate each year.

I now wish to surnmarise the points I
have made. The tragedy I have mentioned
would have been averted had the Govern-
ment made a sincere approach or had the
know-how. The Government should have
seen that action could be taken, but it was
not taken. The result is that a sacrifice
has been made. 1 say in all sincerity that
it was a sacrifice to turn away 41 students
from second-year medicine-not counting
students from other faculties with Bachelor
of Science degrees-because the competi-
tion was too great.

Had the Government taken action there
would not have been this terrible waste of
our young men and women. Also, a con-
structive endeavour would have been made
to alleviate the shortage of doctors. The
overall cost of approximately $500,000
would have been more than offset by the
saving brought about by the amalgamation
of the laboratories. I am certain we would
save millions of dollars If we were to
amalgamate the laboratories and to show
some common sense. in my cpinion, this
Is the only course of action.

I have no alternative but to condemn
the Government for the harm and distress
It has caused through its Insincerity. It is
yet another failure by it to understand a
situation and find the obvious simple solu-
tions which we would have done had we
been in Government. I commend the
motion to the House.

MR. DAVIES (Victoria Park-Minister
for Health) [7.50 p.m.]: I have bad the
opportunity to listen to a well-prepared,
but superficial case, being presented in the
Parliament tonight. It reflects some crass
hypocrisy on the part of the Opposition
and quite a deal of political posturing, I
am sorry to say.

I have been closely associated with the
problem which is certainly not a new one.
I am able to comment qulte fairly on
most of the items which have been so
carefully presented to the House this even-
ing by the member for Subiaco. He
presented a very orderly case but, as I
have said, I believe it was superficial.

He sees the problem as I first saw it
when I started to make inquiries. This
is by no means a new Problem and I won-
der why the Opposition sponsored a motion
which deals only with the Faculty of Medi-
cine and left out all the other faculties:
because members opposite well know that
there are quotas for every faculty of the
University of Western Australia. The posi-
tion is not quite as acute in the science
or arts faculties as it Is in the medical
and other faculties. The fact remains that
quotas do exist this year and will continue
to exist in the future.

It is a fact of university life throughout
Australia-and Indeed, throughout the
world-that quotas exist. No-one deplores
more than I and the members of my Gov-
ernment do that this is a fact and that
we do not have the facilities to provide
complete training for everybody who wants
to take r degree through to a successful
conclusion.

Every Australian university has a heavy
quota on medical students. Every Austra-
lian university has to refuse a considerable
number of students entry into the second
Year. indeed, the Dean of the Faculty of
Medicine at the Monash University (Pro-
fessor Rodd Andrew) has said in a re-
port to the Australian Universities Comn-
mission that the standard of entrants to
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the medical faculty continues to rise. In
the year in which be said tbis-which, I
think, was last year-SO students with
Commonwealth scholarships were unable to
obtain a first-year place either at Mel -
bourne or Monash Universities. I have
not heard of any motions being moved in
other Houses of Parliament in regard to
the inactivity of respective Governments.
The reason is, there has not been any in-
activity.

Both the previous Australian Liberal-
Country Party coalition and the present
Australian Government have taken it upon
themselves to see what needs to be done.
Indeed, the Karmel Committee, of which
the member for Sublaco spoke, was, I be-
lieve, instituted by the previous Govern-
ment and is being taken to a successful
conclusion-I hope-by the present Aus-
tralian Government. The fact is that the
people placed in the position of being re-
quired to take some action are doing some-
thing in connection with this matter.

I am not able to speak with any great
authority on matters educational because
they come under the portfolio of my col-
league. I suppose it was Tweedledum or
Tweedledee as to whether he or I should
take up the debate tonight. I felt it
incumbent upon me to state the position
as I know it from the investigations I
have made because of the heavy health
bias in the motion.

Mr. Gayfer: The Minister for Education
would have found it awkward to reply to-
night.

Mr. DAVIES: I do not find it awkward
to reply to this motion because I have con-
sidered every aspect which the member
for Subiaco advanced.

Mr. Gayfer: I said the "Minister lor
Education". As he is not in his seat.
he would have found it difficult to reply.

Mr. May: He is ill.

Mr. DAVIES: The Minister for Educa-
tion is in need of medical attention him-
self tonight because he is not well. If
afforded the opportunity, perhaps he could
reply from experience-I do not know. I
misunderstood the member for Avon's in-
terjection.

I have already stated, in general terms,
the quota position at all Australian uni-
versities and I have especially mentioned
Melbourne and Monash Universities where
students with Commonwealth scholarships
are unable to obtain first-year entrance to
the medical faculties.

The problem has been highlighted in
Western Australia because more people are
able to take the opportunity which is
afforded them to go to a university. In
the Past medical quotas were only a little
above the number who could be effectively
taken into the second year. In the last
few Years the difference has increased
rather alarmingly.

In 1972 there were 183 first-year
students; in 1971, 176; and in 1910. 170.
This year 190 students will go into first
year and those students will be fighting
for a place amongst the 90 students who
will go into the second year. I correct
the member for Sublaco in that the actual
number unable to obtain a place in second
year was 52 and not 41. The position
is far worse than he stated and I antici-
pated. Altogether, 52 students were unable
to gain a place.

Dr. Dadour: They did qualify. There
were repeats and students from other
faculties.

Mr. DAVIES: I pass on the information,
as it was given to me. At this stage I
mention that I did not open my mouth
during the whole of the honourable mem-
ber's speech. I hope I will be afforded the
same courtesy.

Mr. Hutchinson: I cannot hear the
Minister.

Mr. DAVIES: Is there too much noise
in the House?

Mr. Hutchinson: You had your head
down.

Mr. DAVIES: I was looking at my notes.
I will hold my head high and throw my
voice in the direction of the member for
Cottesloe. Of course, the greater number
going into first year means that a greater
number is seeking a place within the quota
of the second year. As I have already said,
that quota is 90 at the moment. How-
ever. this year we took 92 into second year.
I should not say "we' because I had no
hand in it. The Faculty of Medicine took
92 students into the second Year although
the quota was only 90. The faculty thereby
helped the position a little.

The SPEAKER: Order! There is far
too much audible conversation.

Mr. DAVIES: The situation in Western
Australia differs in no way from the situa-
tion in medical schools all over Australia,
In the United Kingdom, and in America.
We still do not take comfort from that
fact but would like the Utopian situation
to develop whereby everyone who wants
to complete a university course is able to
do so.

This has been a matter of deep concern
to the university authorities over a long
period of time. I take the opportunity to
point out that every student who seeks a
first-year place in the Faculty of Medicine
is sent a letter which clearly details what
the position is likely to be at the end of the
first year. No student goes into the first
year with his-or her-eyes closed. In-
deed, I have here a copy of the letter
which is sent out by the University of
Western Australia. It is signed by Mr.
R. MW. McWllliam, for the registrar. it is
headed, "Admission to the First Year of
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the Medical Course". It has an attach-
ment which sets out particulars relating
to the Faculty of Medicine and to selec-
tion procedures in that faculty. It runs
to 21 foolscap pages. I will not weary the
House by reading the letter which is sent
to all students. However, I may take the
opportunity at a later stage, with your
permission, Mr. Speaker, to lay it on the
Table of the House. in this way, every-
one would know that every student who
seeks a first-year place knows exactly what
the position will be. The student must
sign the letter and return it. A student
cannot say that he did not know. Surely
if students know, it is incumbent upon
them to tell their parents.

I am sure that many parents have
suffered hardships to ensure that their
children are afforded the opportunity to
study to become a doctor or to gain a
university degree. I do not think that
turning the television down is any hard-
ship, but there are many other hardships
which Parents endure. Perhaps these
hardships are becoming less frequent and
less onerous to bear but the fact remains
that what the member for Subiaco has said
is no doubt quite true. The Parents must
be just as disappointed as the students
when those Students are unable to make
the grade because that is, in effect, what
happens. Of course, as I have said, it was
ever thus and attempts are being made to
remedy the Position.

One would think that because of that
Position Western Australia lags badly in
regard to medical students. I am able to
give some figures for the year 1971-the
latest figures available. These relate to
the ratio of second-year students per
100,000 Population for Western Australia,
for all other States, and for Australia as
a whole.

In Western Australia the ratio of
second-year students per 100,000 popula-
tion is 8.8. In all other States the ratio
is 8.1, and in Australia as a whole it is
8.2.

Dr. Dadour: What was the figure for
Western Australia?

Mr. DAVIES: It is 8.8 second-year
students Per 100,000 population. Although
it is only a small margin, it shows that we
are quite a good deal better off than other
States in regard to the number of students
being taken into second year. Again, in
the overall Problem, it is cold comfort.
However, I1 believe it indicates that the
Government and the Faculty of Medicine
are aware of the numbers needed to go
into training to maintain the ratio which
is considered desirable by world authorities.

The faculty has prepared a report which
it has submitted to the Australian Uni-
versities Commission. The Kannel Com-
mittee was set up by the Federal Govern-
ment to inquire into and make recoin-

mendation on the need for new or ex-
panded medical schools in the light of
likely trends in the delivery of health care
in Australia over the next 20 years. Mem-
bers wilt see that this will take us almost
to the turn of the century.

In the report the faculty recognised a
need for an increase of second-year stud-
ents in Western Australia to 150 by the
year 1976. To maintain our ongoing aver-
age, we will have to increase the number of
second-year students to 150 by 1976 This
report on medical manpower was prepared
by the old friend of the member for Subi-
aco, Dr. Davidson, as chariman of the com-
mittee. Other members of the committee
were Mr. Haywood of the A.M.A.. Professor
Lennon, Dean of the Faculty of Medicine.
Dr. Marlene Luee in charge of medical sta-
tistics, and Mr. N. Rees, medical superin-
tendent of the Royal Perth Hospital.

I know many of these names do not find
favour with the member for Sublaco.

Dr. Dadour: I did not say that; you did.
Mr. DAVIES: However, these people

stand very high In my opinion and. I
believe, In the medical world generally.
They prepared a report at the request
of the faculty and at the same time the
faculty authorised an independent report
by a panel headed by, I think it is Mr.
Michael Hobbs-he may be Professor
Hobbs now.

Dr. Dadour: Assistant professor.
Mr. DAVIES: Thank you. He is Assistant

Professor Michael Hobbs and the Panel
also comprises several other distinguished
people. I have found the list of members
here. Assistant Professor Hobbs was the
convenor, Dr. W. F. C. Blumer. Mr. N.
flees, and Mr. N. S. Stenhouse were
also members. This working party was
appointed by the Faculty of Medicine.

The two reports showed some difference
in projected and required numbers over
the next 20 years, and the figures varied
slightly. However, as the reports were sub-
mitted as evidence to the Karinel Com-
mittee, I do not believe I should table
them, but I would be delighted to let
any member look at them. Indeed. I believe
many interested members have already
seen the reports.

The Karmel Committee has considered
the matter, and as the member for Sublaco
said, we are expecting its report some time
in June. Perhaps I have not had my ear
close enough to the ground as I have not
heard yet what the feelings of the com-
mittee, are. One submission was that we
will need to increase our student numbers
in second year to 150 by 1976.

The Faculty of Medicine Is also recon-
sidering its selection procedures. With
regard to short-tern measures to alleviate
the situation It must be emphasised firstly
that the need for an increased number of
students Into second year will not arise
until 1976. This does not mean to say
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'we can train the doctors and we should
train the doctors; It is only saying that
this Is a projected requirement by 1976.

I will go on to deal with some of the
other implications of the reports shortly.
However, I wish to make these points In
regard to short-term measures. The
second point is that accommodation and
staffing in the Medical School have been
Provided only for the present number-
that is 90 students into second year and
80 students into the clinical year. This is
by agreement between the university, the
Australian Universities Commission, and
State and Federal Governments.

Thirdly, to increase the number enter-
Ing second year now will reduce the stand-
ard of training for all students. An ap-
parently easy solution such as rostered
laboratory tuitions ignores the present
capacity utilisation of the laboratories not
only for medical students but also for
science and dental students.

These are some of the comments which
have been made to me, and same of the
answers I have been given to questions
asked. I do not have the detailed know-
ledge which is available to the member for
Subiaco through his own contacts and ex-
perience.

I have said that this has been a matter
of concern for a very long time. I must
confess that apart from the report on
medical manpower which was made avail-
able to me late last year, I did not take
any particular action until the announce-
ment that 41-now 52-students were un-
able to find places In the second year.
I have correspondence here from. the uni-
versity dated February and March in rela-
tion to various questions I raised at that
time. I made fairly extensive inquiries.
although I felt It was unnecessary to In-
quire of every head of every department
within the Faculty of Medicine. I believed
that inquiries to the Dean and Vice-
Chancellor of the University should have
been sufficient. I made these and I am sat-
isfied with the answers I received.

I understand that the faculty is con-
ducting an examination through a selection
committee, a faculty committee, and a
curriculum committee. All these people
have been examining the position for a
long time to see whether any action Is
necessary in the three areas mentioned.
Indeed, the committees suggested certain
actions and then changed some of the sug-
gestions when they were found to be im-
practicable or not desirable.

I do not propose to go into details about
these committees because I do not know
exactly what they have been doing. How-
ever, they are in existence and have been
for a long time. They are examining the
three major areas which need examination
to see whether the Medical School can cope
with additional students in the second
and subsequent years.

I have already mentioned the report
which was submitted to the Australian Un-
iversities Commission. In fact, I said that
two reports were submitted, neither of
which was endorsed by the faculty. How-
ever, because they were both compiled by
distinguished people who should have the
knowledge, and because of some areas of
disagreement between them, they were
both submitted to the Icanel Committee
to enable it to make a decision on the evi-
dence.

I feel that the wording of the motion is
far too strong. I do not believe there is a
crisis. The Faculty of Medicine does not
acknowledge there has been a crisis. Every-
one who has been associated with the fac-
ulty, including the students, knows what
the position is. The students knew what to
expect when they entered the course.

The honourable member said, I think,
that we were going to take 150 into the
first year. I have already indicated that it
is my belief 190 students have been taken
in this year.

Dr. Dadour: That is what I said.
Mr. DAVIE: I am sorry, I had writ-

ten down 150 students. This year 190 stu-
dents have been taken in, and as I have
also indicated, over the years the number
of places in second Year have increased. I
give details back to 1961 as follows--

1961 .... .... 50 places
1962 .... ... 55 places
1965 .... 57 places
1966-67 ...... 55 places
Up to 1969 60 places
1969 .. . . 90 places

And I understand 92 students were taken
in last year. So we can see that the num-
ber of students has gradually increased
within the capacity of the building, the
staff, and the university.

The member for Sublaco suggested that
the Medical School should have a separ-
ate budget. This may be very desirable;
indeed, I understand moves have already
been made in that direction. I do not know
how successful they will be, because the
honourable member very properly high-
lighted the competition which exists be-
tween the various faculties in the univer-
sity for the money which Is available.

The honourable member also clearly de-
tailed the manner in which students are
accepted into second year, and how some
students are permitted to repeat a year.
Repeats are permitted in certain circumn-
stances only, and these are very clearly de-
fined. A student with a brilliant matricula-
tion who was unable to show his brilliance
during the first year-perhaps for a num-
ber of reasons including the change of
teaching Procedures and atmosphere-may
be permitted a second try at it. It has been
discovered by the research officers over the
years--and people are working on this--
that such people usually turn out to be
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excellent students and finish the course
with very high marks. They need to ob-
tain higher marks, as has been indicated
by the member for Subiaco. However, the
higher result is generally reflected
throughout the rest of their training.

Dr. Dadour: I am told that the figure
for repeats of the first and second year is
one in eight students. I cannot say this is
an authentic figure.

Mr. DAVIES: That could be so. One of
the reasons emphasised by the honourable
member, as a need to increase the num-
ber of second-year places now, is the short-
age of doctors. Perhaps two years ago I
would have agreed there was a shortage,
but I am told now that fewer than 20 doc-
tors would meet all our present needs In
Western Australia. That is quite remark-
able. Eighty-eight per cent. of the doctors
in Western Australia, and 75 per cent, of
general practitioners, are established in
the Perth metropolitan area. These doc-
tors will not go into the country. Expressed
as a percentage, the number of doctors per
1,000 Population In Western Australia is
better than most States and equal to most
advanced countries in the world.

In the metropolitan area we have a
better average per 1,000 population than
the Australian average. In the north-west
we have better than the Australian average.
Where we do have a shortage, and a short-
age which concerns me because I do not
know the answer to it, is in the rural areas.

We find that doctors are not Prepared
to go to rural towns such as Morawa,
Wiekepin, and others. I can see the mem-
her for Cottesloe nodding his head which
indicates that this is an old problem. How
do we get doctors to go to these Places
and Practise? The local authorities often
Provide the necessary accommodation.
there is a good hospital, and a Govern-
ment guarantee of salary. All these attrac-
tive facilities are provided to induce doc-
tors to practise in the country, but they do
not want to move out of the metropolitan
area.

Mr. Gayfer: That is not entirely right.
When you advertise You get a few appli-
cants that are not employable. There are
dropouts among the medical fraternity as
there are among other Professions.

Mr. DAVIES: It is true that when 'we
advertise for doctors within Australia and
overseas there are many applicants from
India and the Asian Countries who are not
acceptable as being qualified to practise in
Western Australia; and generally they can
only be used in areas which are declared
medically deficient districts. They are al-
lowed to practise there for a number of
years and they later come to the metro-
politan area. Some of these doctors have
proved to be very good indeed and they
have filled a big gap in the medical service.

The fact remains that in Western Aus-
tralia the number of doctors per thousand
of population is very good by Australian
standards--it is better than most States
and is as good as the Australian average.

Dr. Dadour:, What about the proportion
of G.P.'a to the population?

Mr. DAVIES: 1 cannot comment on that.

Dr. Dadour: There is a shortage because
there are so many of them in hospital
jobs. The numbers are still high as com-
pared with population but when it comes
to G.P.'s the figures are low.

Mr. DAVIES:, There may be plenty of
doctors per head of population in the north-
west but there are still isolated pockets
where we find difficulty in getting doctors.
On the average, however, it works out well.
It is where we get pressures we must take
action to fill the need.

I only wish more doctors would practise
as general practitioners than as specialists.
When mentioning the fact that we have
doctors from overseas I think the honour-
able member referred to 25 a year, which
again tallies with the figure as I recall
it. We must remember that quite a nmn-
ber of our students are living and prac-
tising overseas, and this balances out. Tis
is a point that must be taken into con-
sideration when viewing the matter. The
figures I have here in the report of the
Karmel Committee indicate that this is
So.

The honourable member mentioned four
points where action could have been taken
to increase the number of students going
into the second year. I have discussed this
matter with the Vice Chancellor of the
University and the Dean of the Faculty
of Medicine and I have taken their ad-
vice; but I do not think it is incumbent
on me to go to the various professors
in charge of the departments to ask them
what the position is because, after all,
there is a Faculty of Medicine which deals
with this matter as a whole, and on that
faculty there are representatives of the
departments concerned, including the rep-
resentative from the Medical Department,
and these in turn are represented on the
university senate.

I am surprised to learn that staff is
available to take extra students. I do not
know from where this information came,
but I will be pleased to receive details of
it, because I1 will submit this to the faculty
and see what comment it has to make. I
cannot do anything fairer than that.

But if the staff were available, it is not
only at the second-year stage that we must
be able to plan ahead. We must also plan
ahead in the fourth year, and indeed for
the time when they become residents and
go to hospitals. At times the member for
Subiaco has been critical of the number
of doctors at Royal Perth Hospital.
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Dr. Dadour: I think it is staffed by
well over 40 per cent. of non-Australian
graduates.

Mr. DAVIES: I should imagine there
are a number of Western Australian
graduates in other hospitals; but the fact
remains that these are doctors who are
being absorbed. I do not think we can
be parochial and look at the position only
in regard to our own State. We must try
to look at the whole picture, because doc-
tors do tend to travel more than do other
people.

If we did increase the second-year in-
take by 50 places where could we send them
in four years' time? what could we do?
Could we build several hospitals in time to
meet the need? The honourable member
mentioned St. John of God Hospital, but
the plans they have would not enable it to
take these students in four years' time.

The SPEAKER: Order! There is far
too much noise in the Chamber.

Mr. DAVIES: I had discussions on this
point today and it seems that it is going
to be a lot longer than we had hoped be-
fore St. John of God Hospital will be able
to take these people in as residents. We
should not look to St. John's alone. I
would like to see permanent appointments
at the hospitals in Bentley and Osborne
Park, as I would in other hospitals.

Dr. Dadour: This must come.

Mr. DAVIES: But it must come as a
planned programme. I cannot place doc-
tors there today and say, "You are the
residents; you take over and be on duty
40 hours or 140 hours a week or whatever
the time may be". It would not be prac-
tical for me to do that even if I have
tried to do it. I have made some attempts
to see how we can staff the hospitals even
if we had the doctors coming on, but at
the present time this is just not practical.

Dr. Dadour: It will be in six years' time.

Mr. DAVIES: It will be practical under
the present planning of the medical faculty.
We will be able to decenitralise our medi-
cine at Sir Charles Gairdner and Royal
Perth Hospitals to other Peripheral hospi-
tals. I hope we will be able to establish
casualty departments and other depart-
ments which can deal with patients off the
street, as it were, and give them medical
attention.

At the moment we are maintaining a
magnificent hospital service for doctors
throughout the length and breadth of the
State and very few of them are on sessional
service. I have had doctors growl at me
because they want to get beds at Bentley.
I know that beds are difficult to obtain at
Bentley and Osborne Park Hospitals but
the doctors In Practice say, "I want a
hospital, why don't you do something about

it?" It Is the Government that must Pro-
vide the hospitals and other facilities for
the doctors.

Mr. Gayfer: It must provide nurses'
Quarters In which to house the nurses.

Mr. DAVIES: That is so, and it must
also Provide the other ancillary services
after which the doctors will come in and
use the hospitals as they like. There may
be some change, I do not know; but It will
be something that will have to come from
the Australian Government. At the present
time any moves that I would be likely to
make would be limited because of the need
to see what the total future Position is
likely to be in regard to health services.

Dr. Dadour: Have you got the green
paper?

Mr. DAVIES: Yes, I received it today.
I was asked about laboratories and
whether they could be used in shifts. Here
again I would point out that the lab-
oratories are only one aspect of the matter.
They would be used by science students
and dental students also. It is not a
matter of only moving students In and
out of laboratories; it is a matter of
setting up work for them to do and
of arranging work for them to do, both
during and after the class session.

Dr. Dadour: If there were a timetable
this would not be necessary.

Mr. DAVIES: Here again we have
different information. I have been told
that the dental, science, and medical
faculties are fully used and because of
this It would not be Possible to uze them
further.

If they were our only considera-
tion we could Probably overcome the
difficulty, but this is only one of our
difficulties. I have heard the member for
Sublaco before on the public health lab-
oratories and I hope the developments there
will overcome some of the difficulties we
have encountered, Indeed, the honourable
member suggested a second laboratory
could be built above the mortuary. He Is
100 per cent, right because that is what
we Propose to do. We had to build a
mortuary. I do not know from where the
honourable member gets his Information.

Mr. Hutchinson: We know from where
you get yours.

Mr. DAVIES: This was an Integral part
of the Medical School. The students could
not practice without the mortuary so we
built one. I do not think there Is need
for a second laboratory at the present
stage, but In order to cater for one we
have taken action and installed the neces-
saxy footings so that If necessary a second
laboratory can be built above the mortuary.
The cost may be only $500,000, but in the
total scheme of things, while It may not
sound much, such an amount Is nard to
come by.
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Teaching material has long been a bone
of contention. Professor Catchljole has
been vocal about this for a long time.

Dr. Dadour: He has been quiet lately.
Mr. DAVIES: That is because he Is

overseas.
Dr. Dadour: I was wonderin.g why he was

quiet.
Mr. DAVIES: This Is apparently a

matter of some concern but here again the
question has been looked at by the faculty.
This is not anything new; someone has
become vocal about something which has
been In existence for a long time. We
have a situation where geriatrics are
placed in public hospitals while others
with exotic diseases are placed in
Private hospitals into which the students
have no entr6e. In due course avenues
through which patients can make them-
selves available for examination by stu-
dents if they want to do so, will be found.
but some patients find it abhorrent and do
not like the idea of being examined by
medical students.

I1 must also agree with the member for
Subiaco that the students we are turning
out are of world class and it is my inten-
tion to keep it that way as long as I have
any say in the matter. As I have indicated,
however. I do not have a great deal to say
because the universities are autonomous;
but as long as I do have a say I intend to
see that students who are turned out con-
tinue to be in world class.

I believe this can be done only by the
orderly processes which are in existence at
the present time. It means that some stu-
dents at all times and every year are not
going to be able to find a place in the
second year. This is a matter for regret.

I have asked whether there are likely
to be potential future doctors who are de-
nied the opportunity to qualify because
they cannot get a place in the second year.
While it is almost impossible to say, the
indications are that once we go beyond
the 90 selected students they become dicey
and such students who are not afforded a
place might not eventually complete the
course. We cannot say whether or not
they would turn out to be good doctors.
When there are 140 students and the first
90 are taken we have the cream of the
students. Those who have Just scraped
through could find the subsequent years
difficult.

From the research done at the uni-
versity I understand the indications are
that once we take away the first quota of
students the rest become a little dicey. I
do not know whether they take advantage
of some of the courses that are available
in other faculties.

Dr. Dadour: That is totally incorrect.
Whoever gave you this information is lead-
ing you along.

Mr. DAVIES: I do not know how the
honourable member would know that what
I have said is not correct. No-one can
really tell, but the indications are there.

Sir Charles Court: I am trying to follow
your point. You are talking about the stu-
dents who have passed but who did not
get into the new quota.

Mr. DAVIES: There is no way of know-
ing. From the way that the students have
been assessed, the indications are that the
number over 90 includes the dicey ones,
whether they are No. 91, 93, or 95 on the
list. Only this afternoon I asked whether
there was any way to assess the situation.

Mr. O'Neil: Why not set a higher pass
standard for them?

Mr. DAVIES: What good does that do?
Mr. O'Neil: You are only eliminating

those beyond 90.
Mr. DAVIES: There are still only 90

Places. It does not matter how high or
low a standard is set.

Mr. O'Neil: You said those who have
Passed could be in the dicey group. You
could overcome that if you set a higher
standard.

Mr. DAVIES: I do not know whether this
applies. I have not attended university, but
I know the atmosphere changes from the
high school to the first year of university.
Where a student has passed the matricula-
tion examination well but missed out on
the first year of university, I understand
he is often allowed to do the first year
again. The indications are that this repre-
sents one out of every eight students, or
124 per cent.

This is an emotive problem. We have
students who want to achieve something,
and the people say there is a shortage of
doctors and we should train more to over-
come the shortage. I believe we can only
reach this objective on a properly con-
trolled basis. I am sure the Faculty of
Medicine is aware of everything that has
been said in the House tonight. I feel that
its members are just as concerned as any
member of this House; and they are just
as concerned as any parent that a student
has been denied a place in the second year.
Probably they feel just as sorry for those
students as they would for their own
children.

Dr. Dadour: I am not that naive. There
must be more in it than that.

Mr. DAVIES: I can only tell the honour-
able member what I have found out.

Dr. fladour: What about the other 90?
It is not a fair statement to say the 50
are the dicey ones, because when a stu-
dent goes into another faculty he gener-
ally does not have results as good as
he would In a faculty in which he is in-
terested. In this case it is medicine.
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Mr. DAVIES: I say there is no way of ditional to that which he has given to-
measuring the situation; but the research
that has been undertaken by the university
into aspects of students not only in this
faculty but also other faculties shows that
students who have above average I.Q. will
not miss out.

Dr. Dadour: Quite often a diligent stu-
dent with a lower 134. makes a better
product.

Mr. DAVIES: No evidence has been ad-
vanced to indicate that a student with a
lower I.Q. will make a better product.

Dr. Dadour: What you have said has
not been proven.

Mr. DAVIES: The honourable member
should not interrupt me. He has moved the
motion, and I am giving him reasons why
I think he has used extravagant language
and is not reflecting the true position.

I believe the Faculty of Medicine is aware
of everything that has been said in the
House tonight. I believe that its members
want to ensure and re-ensure that the
number of doctors who are turned out is
sufficient to meet our needs and that all
the facilities available from the first year.
through to clinical year and hospitals, are
being used to the fullest extent.

I hope the Premier is listening. AS a
matter of extreme urgency I want the
Medical School to be finished. This Is what
Is required. It was lagging badly when
I became a Minister and was about
three years behind programme. This
happened for a number of reasons. I
have not been able to do very much to
catch up with the programme, but I did
a little. We have had the position analysed
on a very detailed basis, and we know
where we are going. We know how much
money is required. I am hoping that the
Premier, as was done by the Premier of
South Australia for the Flinders Univers-
ity, will be able to say to me that for the
next four Years he will guarantee a cer-
tain amount of money so that at the end
of that time the Medical School may be
completed.

That is the greatest need in Western
Australia. No useful purpose is served by
having hospitals and community health
centres, or by increasing health services, if
we do not have the doctors coming on. The
Medical School is planned to ensure the
number, estimated by the experts to meet
our demands, is available. I believe this
Is being done properly. Given time and
money I am sure we will be able to corn-
plete a very high grade medical school, and
possibly the best medical school In the
southern hemisphere.

I must oppose the motion, because it
uses extravagant language. The university
will not admit there is a crisis. It is
aware of the position and is doing what
it can to overcome it. Nevertheless, if the
member for Subiaco has information ad-

night, and tells me where are the areas
in which we can engage additional staff
to work on a part-time basis, these aspects
could be related to the whole of the train-
ing not only in the first and second years,
but through to the sixth year, and the two
Years afterwards in the hospitals. We
could relate that to the whole picture and
use it to advantage. If that is done I
shall do everything I can to persuade the
university to change its pattern. In the
meantime I must oppose the motion, be-
cause I believe the position is being very
properly and adequately watched.

The letter was tabled (see paper No. 141).

MR. HUTCHINSON (Cottesloe) (8.39
p.m.]: I would like to make some random
remarks in this debate, arising largely
out of the initial remarks made by the
Minister in his reply to the motion moved
by my medical colleague. Initially the
Minister said that the Opposition showed
crass hypocrisy in presenting a motion of
this kind.

In the first place this is private mem-
bers' night, and any private member may
move a motion. It is unwise or foolish of
the Minister, in the light of what has been
said subsequently, to say it is crass hypo-
crisy on the part of the Opposition to have
this motion moved. There may be some
quarrel with the phraseology of the motion,
but the whole purport of it is to endeavour
to correct in some way a situation which
we would like to see alleviated.

Mr. Davies: Perhaps I was expressing
a thought which you expressed in the
party room.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: We sought permis-
sion to Present this. I reiterate my point
that it was unfortunate that the Minister
who subsequently made what I consider
to be a reasonably proper ministerial reply
to the motion should have started off in
such a bad fashion.

Mr. Davies: For a start it creates atten-
tion.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I disagree with the
Minister in that respect, and I also dis-
agree with later statements he made about
the quality of students who were stopped
by the physical limit of 90 though they
passed through the first year of medicine.
He said these students were dicey ones. I
do niot believe that for a moment. I
think that probably the last 30 of the 90
would very nearly equate with the next 20
who just missed out.

Mr. Davies: You cannot prove your
statement any more than I can prove
mine.

Mr. HUJTCHINSON: That is very true,
but to impose a mathematical limit on
students who passed the examination-and
many of them pass the examination again
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next year-does not make sense to me. I
think the physical limit of 90 is Just
that. I believe there are many students
beyond the limit of 90 who would succeed
as medical practitioners in one way or an-
other in one of the disciplines that exist
in the medical profession. I am completely
convinced of that.

There Is general agreement between the
member for Subiaco, who Is a medical
practitioner in his own right, and the
Minister for Health under advice from his
departmental officers, that the students
who pass and become graduates of this
discipline are in world class. With that I
agree. I think we have a very high stand-
ard, judged by any standards that are
set.

For that reason I regret the sort of situa-
tion that has arisen where a physical limit
has been imposed. I realise one must
be set and that there is a limit to the
number that can be accommodated. What
the member for Sublaco was trying to do
was to arrive at some method of meeting
the needs of the number beyond that 90
in perhaps unorthodox ways. Perhaps we
could discuss this in a few moments, but
to limit the number of students reminds
me of my school days. I am sure members
are anxious to hear about this!

When I was a schoolboy-at the time
I lived in the country-it was virtually
impossible for me to get higher State
school education. You, Mr. Acting Speaker
(Mr. A. R. Tonkcin) are too young to ap-
preciate my position or that of my contem-
poraries. At that time a student could get
higher education in State -schools only by
passing an examination; and this was a
scholarship examination. No doubt there
are members In this Chamber who know
all about this. There were scholarship
schools, but a very limited number of stu-
dents were able to get and to enjoy the
privileges of secondary education. The
others had to go by the board.

Some, whose parents could afford it, were
able to go to public schools where they had
to pay high fees. So, I know something
about the physical limitations Imposed by
examinations, and the numbers who can
be accommodated because of physical
limitations.

Education has improved to such an ex-
tent in this State, nowadays, that our pre-
sent young people-and I refer to our
youth up to adults, perhaps of the age of
40 years--do not appreciate the improve-
ment. They have no conception of what
has occurred unless they delve back a few
years.

The idea behind the presentation of this
motion by the member for Subiaco is to
try to improve the situation whereby more
than 90 students can be accepted beyond
the first year at the Medical School. The
Minister also said that the situation did

not differ greatly in this State when com-
pared with other States and other coun-
tries. To a great extent I agree with him.
However, we cannot ever be satisfied with
a situation of that kind in this State.

Mr. Davies: But in 1976 when we take in
120 second-year students there will still
be 60 or 80 who will miss out.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I was not remiss
when I spoke earlier and said that the
Minister made appropriate ministerial
statements about this matter. I believe he
presented a case which, on the face of it,
appears to be sound. But we want to get
a little beyond that, and beyond the situ-
ation which exists in other States of Aus-
tralis and in other countries, Western
Australia is held in high esteem in many
spheres. We have the newest Medical
School in Australia. It will not be long be-
f ore the Murdoch University is opened and
we will have another medical school. We
will be doing a job not only for this
State, but for the whole of Australia and
South-East Asia. We have a real role to
play and our idea is to try to improve the
short-term means whereby we can get more
students through.

I was Minister for Health for a time and
enjoyed my experience for six years. I
spoke to the professorial staff of the Med-
ical School at that time and I can remem-
ber saying-when they asked me for this
and for that-that it was not possible to
give them everything they wanted in that
year. or even in the next few years. How-
ever, I said that we would try to accommo-
date their wishes as far as we could. The
present minister might even say the same
sort of thing.

I went on to say that teaching can be
carried out in circumstances far less luxur-
ious than those enjoyed at the present
time. There is no reason why there should
not be an attempt to make do with situa-
tions that develop. There is no necessity
at all for luxurious surroundings. The pa-
tients are there; the doctors are there;
teachers can be recruited; and the students
would be prepared to undergo far greater
hardship than they experience at the pre-
sent time so far as conditions are con-
cerned.

This is a short-term policy which we be-
lieve should be examined much more
closely. I want to pay a compliment to
those concerned for all the work that has
been done. I do not want to decry any-
thing that has happened in the regime of
the Present Minister. I believe he Is doing
his level best in this field and I do not
want to decry him one jot. However, we
are Putting forward a proposition whereby
further means should be examined. The
Minister actually said, in the latter part
of his speech, that he would examine one
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or two of the features brought up by the
member for Subiaco and this is commend-
able.

We want to try to improve the situation
as regards teaching. High quality sur-
roundings are not necessary for good
teaching. It is preferable to have such con-
ditions but they are not essential.

Mr. Davies: Does the member for Cot-
tesloc think that such conditions would
affect the ultimate result?

Mr. HUTCHINSON: I do not believe that
a few improvisations would affect the posi-
tion one jot. I would think our Medical
School standards are far beyond those
which apply in many medical schools
throughout the world where there is recip-
rocity with regard to the medical profes-
sion.

Mr. W. G. Young. Many of the doctors
who come here are immigrants.

Mr. HUTCHINSON: That is so. We
should examine every avenue In an attempt
to improve the situation. This is an
opportunity to test the quality of the
professorial staff, the teaching staff, and
the students alike. If we made some sort
of provision for shift work It could be
of an experimental nature. Members should
not reject this matter lightly. There is no
reason at all why efforts should not be
made by the teaching staff of the Medical
School to recruit additional teachers.
There are probably dozens of teachers
In this State who would be prepared, at
reasonable minimal charges, to assist In
this regard.

The laboratories certaily could be
worked on a shift basis. I do not mean
that we could increase our numbers from
go to 190--not for one moment. I believe
we could improve the figure by only 10.
20, or 25 students. Very severe tests
should be applied In a spirit of compet-
ition because we want the best and we
Must retain our standards.

I believe the member for Subiaco has
Put forward a proposition which should
be examined again and again. Perhaps
the matter should have been examined
more closely in the past, Problems are
associated with it; let no-one deny that-
very severe problems. However. In Aus-
tralia, we believe that problems should
be overcome.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Sir
Charles Court (Leader of the Opposition).

LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT
AMENDMENT DILL

Second Reading
DR. DADOUR (Sublaco) [8.50 p.m.J: I

move-
That the Bill be now read a second

time.
The purpose of this Bill is to amend the
Lo~cal Government Act, 1960-1972, and I
wish to thank my colleagues and many

other people for the support afforded me
and for the privilege of being able to
Introduce this measure.

The purpose of the Bill is to give the
people, at local government level, the right
to question boundary alterations by means
of a referendum. As the law now stands
local government boundaries may be
altered by the Minister for Local Govern-
ment without reference to the State Par-
liament. and without reference to the
people. Surely this Is undemrocratic, un-
desirable, and contrary to our wvry of
life.

in order to correct this anomaly the
provisions of the Bill seek, by way of
referendum, to give the people some say
before boundary alterations can be en-
forced. A fair and democratic miethod will
be provided for people to voice their
objections.

The recent report by the Boundaries
Commission, following its investigations
Into and deliberations on metropolitan
local government boundaries left a great
deal to be desired, for the following
reasons-

1. There were virtually no terms of
reference provided by Uc Min-
ister. in fact, the commission was
given the green light to go in
and chop up the boundaries as
It wished.

2. The commission based its findings
almost completely on the reports
of Government departments, and
not on what was desired by the
people. in fact, It fobbed off the
reaction of the people as "emo-
tionalism".

3. The die has been east, and deci-
sions have been made. The report
has been published and only now
do the people have a chance-a
very slim one at that-to voice
objection.
In other words. a number of local
authorities have been found guilty
of being too small, nonviable, or
geographically in the way. Having
been found guilty those local
authorities have to prove their
innocence. Until recently, their
representatives would have had to
appear before the very people who
condemned them. However, under
pressure the Government agreed
to appoint a Royal Commission to
hear objections.
That was an improvement, but
not the answer because we all
know how difficult it is to alter
a finding of guilty.

4. The Boundaries Commission did
not consider-

(a) the question of the viability
of any local authority:, or
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(b) the amount of rates levied
by individual authorities; or

(c) the efficiency of individual
local authorities: or

(d) the wishes of the people-
pushed aside as "emotion-
alism".

The Boundaries Commission, by its own
admission, did not understand the mean-
ig of "community of interest". For that
reason, how can we have any confidence in
its report? The report is totally devoid of
substance.

Let us consider the proposals contained
in this Bill. Clause 1 merely provides for
the short title of the proposed Act. Clause
2 will amend section 12 of the principal
Act.

The first amendment will repeal subsec-
tion (3) of section 12, and the intention
is to prevent the exercise of power con-
sequent upon a unilateral approach. Sub-
section (3) of section 12 reads as follows-

The Governor, by Order made after
effective presentation to him of a
petition bearing the common seal of
one only of the municipalities which
will be directly affected by the Order,
may-

sever from a district a portion of
the district and annex the portion
to another district which the por-
tion adjoins.

Under the provisions of this subsection the
Governor is able to act if he receives a
Petition from one of the municipalities in-
volved in the severance or annexation of a
portion of a district. Obviously, the peti-
tion would almost certainly come from the
annexing municipality.

The second amendment is to subsection
(4) of the principal Act and deals with the
situation where union is recommended by
the Boundaries Commission. Section 12
(4) (e) of the present Act states that the
Governor, by order which may be made
without a petition, may-

(e) unite two or more municipalities
whose districts are adjoining, and
their districts so as to form one
municipality and one district if
union of those municipalities has
been recommended by the Local
Government Boundaries Commis-
sion appointed under subsection
(6) of this section;

As this provision stands, the Minister may,
without receiving a petition from any of
the affected municipalities and provided
the union has been recommended by the
Boundaries Commission, go ahead without
any ado and force the union.

The Bill provides that the recommended
union be approved by a referendum con-
ducted within the preceding 12 months in
each municipality involved in the proposed
union. Further, the Bill provides for a

poll of at least 40 per cent. of the enrolled
electors. If a poll of less than 40 per cent.
is achieved, union may take place, because
a poli of less than 40 per cent. depicts
apathy; that is, the electors do not care
what happens.

The only way in which a recommenda-
tion for union made by the Boundaries
Commission can be blocked under this Bill
is by a referendum, conducted within 12
months, in any one or more of the muni-
cipalities affected, achieving at least a 40G
per cent. poll and a simple majority
against the union.

The third amendment is consequential
and proposes the addition of a new sub-
section ('7) to section 12. When the Local
Government Boundaries Commission has
recommended the union of two or more
municipalities, the amendment provides for
a referendum to be conducted in each
municipality affected by the recommenda-
tion.

The amendments contained In the Bill
are necessary because, as the Act stands
at present, the Minister may act without
any reference to the people. One could
argue that he would be foolish not to listen
to the people, but there Is nothing in the
Act to make him do so. The powers in re-
lation to local government boundaries
possessed by the Minister are dictatorial.
Local government is at the mercy of the
whims of the Minister. The Bill provides
the only fair solution; that is, to give the
People a voice-a very necessary voice-
as our democracy demands.

The position in relation to the three
levels of government in Australia is-

(1) The Federal Government guards
its Powers and has the right of
referendum.

(2) The State Government guards Its
Powers and has the right of refer-
endum.

(3) Why should local government not
be Permitted to guard its rights
by referendum?

Local government does not cost the State
Government anything, so why is the State

Government so hell-bent on chopping the
local government authorities to bits?

It is of great interest that the Premier,
when he was Leader of the Opposition, in
a letter dated the 24th January, 1969. from
the Town Clerk of the Town of East Fre-
mantle to the Town Clerk of the City of
Subiaco, was quoted as saying-

Mr. Tonkin also stated that as the
Party favours reference of matters
such as this to the people concerned
for decision, they would have no hesi-
tation in supporting a proposal that
before amalgamation takes place, the
matter should be referred to the people
concerned by way of referendum.
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It is therefore obvious that this Bill will
be accepted by this House, because the
Premier has stated that It is his party's
Policy that a referendum of the people be
held on the question of amalgamation of
municipalities. I commend the Bill to the
House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.
Taylor (Minister for Labour).

LOCAL GOVERiNMENT BOUNDARIES
Town and Shire of Northam: Motion
Debate resumed, from the 11th April, on

the following motion by Mr. O'Neil
(Deputy Leader of the Opposition)-

That, having regard to the submis-
sions made by the Town of Northam
and the Shire of Northam on 2nd
February. 1973, to the Minister for
Local Government containing:-

(i) a request by the Town of Nor-
tham supported by the Shire
of Northam to withdraw a
petition dated 4th October,
1912, lodged by the Town of
Northam seeking the amalga-
mation of the two authorities;
and

(it) a conjoint request for bound-
ary alterations between the
two authorities,

it is the opinion of this House that:-
(a) the hearing of the petition

referred to by the Local Gov-
ernment Boundaries Commis-
sion scheduled to commence
on Tuesday, 20th March,
1973, should be discontinued.
and

(b) the request for alteration of
existing boundaries between
the two authorities be given
early consideration by the
Minister for Local Govern-
ment.

MR. TAYLOR (Cockburni-Minister for
Labour) [9.04 p.m.]: This motion was one
of the first moved in the House this year.
In fact, notice of it was given on the first
day of the session. The Deputy Leader of
the Opposition, who later moved the
motion, referred to the fact that he had
given notice of it on the opening day in
the hope that it would influence the Min-
ister for Local Government, whom I rep-
resent in this Chamber, in regard to some
proceedings which were to take place be-
fore the Boundaries Commission in con-
nection with the Town of Northam and the
Shire of Northam.

Subsequently, the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition slightly amended the motion,
but the tenor of it remains the same.
Briefly, it asks that the Minister for Local
Government desist from inquiring into the
matter of a formal petition from the Town
of Northam and that he move quickly in

respect of another request for the altera-
tion of the existing boundaries between
the two authorities.

To my mind, the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition did not sound over-enthusiastic
about his task. He spent a short time
giving the historical background of the
situation, and he then made some men-
tion-perhaps rightly so-of the advice
given to the Miniister for Local Govern-
ment by his department in regard to the
Minister's Powers in connection with an
objection which had been lodged and sub-
sequently withdrawn. He deduced from
this-not in a very clear way-that as the
Petition had been withdrawn there was now
no reason for the Minister persevering with
the investigation of what had apparently
been a point of disputation between the
shire and the town.

The member for Northam then spoke
to the motion. He had been intimately
involved in the matters immediately pre-
ceding the presentation of the petition to
the Minister for Local Government: and
because he lives in the area and represents
both the shire and the town, perhaps he
would be in as good a position as anyone
to assess the situation there. His words
are on record and, because of the desire
of the Government to associate itself with
the remarks of the member for Northamn
and support the theme of his remarks, I
now comment on the motion. I ultimately
Intend to ask the House to vote against it.

The situation can be summed up fairly
briefly. There was obviously a dispute be-
tween the Town of Northamn and the Shire
of Northam which, from what one can
gather, had ranged over a considerable
period of time. I understand from a
Press report of the proceedings of a council
meeting that the presentation by the Town
of Northam of a petition for amalgama-
tion had been considered in the past by
the Town of Northam and had been voted
upon; and, but for the action of the town
clerk-

Mr. O'Neil: Lack of action.
Mr. TAYLOR: -or the lack of action,

the petition would have been in the office
of the Minister for Local Government pos-
sibly months earlier. If one is to believe
the report of a subsequent council meeting,
the town council decided in its wisdom,
after further negotiations with the shire,
that perhaps the time was opportune to
ask for the withdrawal of the petition be-
cause, as far as the council was concerned,
the matter had been resolved. One can
follow the argument up to that point.

We must then look at the responsibilities
of the Minister for Local Government. His
powers under the Act he administers not
only govern the affairs of local government
but also govern the affairs of the electors
of local government, and primarily he is
the watchdog of ratepayers as well as the
watchdog of local government. The Act
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makes this very clear, and under certain
sections of the Act the Minister may inter-
vene when he believes it is in the interests
of a section of a local authority to inquire
and investigate.

On the face of the evidence, I agree there
may have been some misunderstanding
on the part of the Minister, in accepting
the advice of his department, as to what
were his powers in regard to the petition
once the request had been made for its
withdrawal. Originally, the Minister was
advised that he could persist on the basis
of the original petition, and when it was
subsequently drawn to his attention that
perhaps he was wrongly advised-

Mr. O'Neil: He was wrongly advised.
Mr. TAYLOR: -the Minister continued

with the investigation as allowed under an-
other section of the Act. I think this is
where the matter must be resolved. It is
not a question of accepting or defeating the
motion on the ground that the petition
itself was the basis for the inquiry but
rather whether a situation existed within
the Town or the Shire of Northam, or In
both, which made it desirable for the
Mlinister for Local Government to inter-
cede. I suggest that, according to the in-
formation which has come forward, the
latter was very much the case, as was made
very plain by the member for Northam.

Mr. Rushton: Can you tell us what the
issue was?

Mr. TAYLOR: In a moment. The Deputy
Leader of the Opposition, who moved the
motion, seemed to concede this, according
to what he said on page 838 of Hansard.
He was referring to the disputation and
be said-

That Is the technicality of the
matter so why arbitrate in a dispute
that does not exist? It Is a fact that
the two local authorities are now
living happily side by side. For how
long I am not prepared to guess..

However, the Minister was required to de-
cide how long that happy situation would
continue.

The Northam Advertiser of Thursday,
the 26th April, featured a Particular coun-
cil meeting on Its front page. The report
refers to three groups of comments-one
from the Mayor of Northam and two from
councillors. There may have been other
speakers, but I am aware only of these.
The Mayor of Northam said he was upset
by some remarks made by the member
for Northam, but If one examines the
remarks made by the other two speakers
they indicate a pattern. Councillor R. A.
Cooper said-

I think we should take the medicine
Mr. Mclver has dealt out to us. I
think he was a very disappointed man.
We swallowed the bait for the second
year with the offer of $14,000.

An inference can be drawn from the last
remark. it appears that at least one
councillor had changed his mind about the
matter to which the council had formally
objected and to which he, presumably, had
objected. Surely the reference to having
swallowed the bait for the second time was
an intimation that he was not necessarily
happy with the decision he had previously
made, about which he had changed his
mind, and which was once again before
him.

The only other councillor reported in
the paper is Councillor Ham. I hope I am
not quoting him out of context, but he
said-

Mr. Mclver has every reason to
attack this council and the position
which it and the shire placed him.

Later on he said-
The original about face by this

council was in its first decision to
amalgamate. This was after a com-
mdttee report three years earlier which
advised against amalgamation pro-
vided thre two councils could "get
together".

It occurred also before this council
entered serious, and I mean serious,
negotiation with the shire. A delega-
tion was formed with some impetuous-
ness and they met the Minister with
the assistance of our MLA, Mr. Mclver.

So at that time the town council was con-
cerned. Councillor Ham also said-

Surely if this issue had been taken
seriously from the outset, surely If
this council had studied throughout the
pros and cons and surely if this
council had had Protracted meetings
with the shire and then arrived at this
latest decision before petitioning-it
would have avoided this just criticism
of Its own indecision.

So the situation seems fairly plain-that
over a period of time some disputation
occurred, and there was some unrest and
misgivings between the shire and the town.
That resulted in a Petition to the Minister
for Local Government to consider an amal-
gamation, and the Minister at that time
Performed his duty as required under the
Act and placed the matter before the Boun-
daries Commission. Subsequently that
petition was withdrawn, but I suggest to
the House that the Minister was right in
persevering with his investigation, because
some friction had occurred between the
two local government bodies in that area.

Let us look at what the Minister is
actually doing. He has the Boundaries
commission investigating the matter-a
commission required to report only to the
Minister. That is all it is required to do.

Mr. Rushton: What is it investigating?
Mr. TAYLOR: It is investigating, firstly,

the matter of the original petition for
amalgamation.
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Mr. O'Neil: Which does not exist. Mr. TAYLOR: I am unable to say
Mr. TAYLOR: It is investigating the

wording of the original Petition, whether
or not it exists. If members opposite want
to Play with words, then let me put it this
way: the Minister is investigating the
Possibility of an amalgamation of the two
authorities, and whether or not such an
amalgamation would overcome the prob-
lems. However it may come about, and
whatever wording may be used, if there is
a problem between the shire and the town
which has been continuing for some time-
and we had a hiatus last year when one
body presented a petition for amalgama-
tion-then I think the Minister is right in
investigating the whole breadth of the
problem.

The second point the Boundaries Com-
mission will investigate is the request by
the two bodies to alter their boundaries.
They have asked for an alteration in their
boundaries, although admittedly it is a
small alteration.

Mr. O'NeiI: The Boundaries Commission
has no power whatsoever to consider that.

Mr. TAYLOR: As I understand it, the
Minister is able to refer any matter he
thinks fit to the Boundaries Commission
for its investigation and subsequent report
back to the Minister.

Mr. O'Neil: You are talking about events
since I gave notice of my motion. My giv-
ing notice of the motion caused the Minis-
ter to change his course of action.

Mr. TAYLOR: I suggest that in his
speech the Deputy Leader of the Opposi-
tion hinted that It was the opinion of a
Queen's Counsel which may have made the
Minister change his mind.

Mr. O'Neil: I agree; but I did not say
it was my motion that caused that. I said
he changed his course of action after I
gave notice of my motion.

Mr. TAYLOR: I am not questioning that
at all. I have already canvassed this point.
I suggest the House should oppose the
motion because it is pedantic regarding the
reason for the action taken by the Minis-
ter. The point is that the Minister for
Local Government is required to Inves-
tigate local authorities If he sees rea-
son for so doing in the interests of the
ratepayers or the local authorities. Whe-
ther he takes action as a result of a
Petition which is subsequently withdrawn
or whether his advice on certain matters
is right or wrong is Perhaps germane to
the motion up to a point. However, in the
opinion of the Minister the matter re-
quired his intervention, and I suggest that
is the key point.

Mr. Rushton: Isn't it within his jurisdic-
tion to determine the boundary Issue? It
is not a matter for the Boundaries Com-
mission.

whether the Minister, personally, can de-
termine that particular matter or whether
he is required to determine it upon advice.
I will make one or two points which may
be fitting and may help to answer this.
Section 12 (6) of the Act provides that the
Minister may refer any question concerning
the constitution to the Boundaries Com-
mission. Therefore, if the petition of the
Northamn Town Council Is withdrawn, the
Minister may still seek the advice of the
Boundaries Commission on the whole qlues-
tion. Because, amongst other things, the
Minister is also concerned about the finan-
cial stability of the council of the Town of
Northamn, and believes that the Northam
Shire Council's contribution to mutual
functions should be examined, he has re-
solved that the Boundaries Commission
should report to him on the basis of the
original petition, as well as the joint pe-
titions of the Northam councils.

Mr. O'Neil: The
ground because he
Ing outside of the
by the Act.

Minister changed his
found he was operat-
powers vested in him

Mr. TAYLOR: The Minister is not
obliged to take cognisance of the report of
the Boundaries Commission. No recom-
mendation of the commission is binding
upon the Minister; and any decision made
may be given effect only by the Governor.

Mr. O'Neil: That is the basis of my
motion.

Mr. TAYLOR: That is what is happen-
ing. In fact, probably the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition was aware of the situa-
tion at the time. I think the member for
Northam told him that. Paragraph (b) of
his motion, which seeks to have the re-
quest for the alteration of existing bound-
aries given early consideration by the Mini-
ister for Local Government, was already
under way. The request was given early
consideration. I think the commission met
some time in March, and Its report can-
not be very far from the Minister. So at
least paragraph (b) of the motion has been
complied with.

The only point at Issue is paragraph
(a) of the motion which is concerned with
whether or not the Minister should dis-
continue the investigation on the basis
that the first petition had been withdrawn.
I suggest the Minister was right in believ-
inv. in the interests of the ratepayers of
both the town and the shire, there was
need for a report to be made to him upon
which to base whatever Judgment may be
necessary on his part. I oppose the motion.

MR. RUSHTON (Dale) [9.21 p.m.]: I
would like to state firstly that local govern-
ment deserves better treatment than that
which has been meted out to It at Northam.
It is quite clear that if we use hobnailed
boots to determine local government Issues
we will have nothing but strife. I think
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local government deserves better treat-
nment than that. If it does not receive It,
we will find that we will have no people
offering their services as councillors.

Obviously my deputy leader will answer
the remarks of the Minister, but I think
the points he made were very weak indeed.
He skirted around the real issue.

I wish briefly to submit a number of
points. Firstly let me mention that as
my late father was the Mayor of Northam
for a considerable time I have an interest
in the welfare of that town. I have
worked and lived in Northam and feel I
have a close association with the town.

The sole purpose of the motion is to
restore confidence in Northam. We want
to remove the unnecessary direction and
disturbance which Is taking place there.
Let us have patience and tolerance, and
let us get together with the people of the
town. There Is no necessity for us to
stand off and deliver shots which will only
harm the people of the area. I believe a
tremendous amount of room for negotia-
tion exists within local government. There
is maom to conciiate--a matter which the
Minister probably will be thrusting down
our throats in the next couple of weeks.
Here we have a grand opportunity to de-
monstrate our support for local govern-
ment and for the district of Northam.

Mr. Taylor: You referred to conciliation;
but your deputy leader made the point
that they were at loggerheads for some
considerable time.

Mr. RUSHTON: I am well aware of the
difficulties being experienced in Northern.

Mr. O'N'eil: That is history.
Mr. Taylor: It Is recurrent history.
Mr. O'Neil: It is an argument between

the councils: we have arguments here
constantly, but we do not submit them
to the Parliamentary Commissioner.

Mr. Taylor: No, but we are the ultimate
judges.

Mr. RUSHTON: The Inference to be
drawn from the remarks of the Minister
is that because Northam has experienced
some difficultes-and lbcal government in
many other areas experiences difficuties--
it should be directed by the Minister. If
we handle such problems in that fashion
we will create more difficulties instead of
reducing them. I am sure the matter could
be resolved with Patience and guidance-
and this is where the capacity of the
Minister is in question. It is the duty of
the Minister to have patience and to guide
the local authorities If he believes they
are not on the right track.

Mr. Taylor: Prom where does he get his
information to guide them?

Mr. RUSHTON: The previous Minister
for Local Government experienced no
trouble in obtaining information.

Mr. Taylor: From an inquiry.
(453

Mr. RUSHTON: Since the Present Min-
later came to office we have seen entirely
different tactics used.

Mr. Taylor: He has done a very good job.
Mr. RUSHTON: Well, hits capacity is now

in question. Uf he is prepared to convey
to the media every little inquiry-

Mr. Taylor: He has informed himself.
Mr. RTJSHTON: Well, he has a funny

way of informing himself. Surely in a
dispute of this fashion there is oppor-
tunity within local government to handle
the matter better than it has been handled.
Such matters were always handled better
under the guidance of the previous Min-
ister.

Mr. Taylor: That might be the difference.
Mr. RUSHTON: I do not want to say

that is the difference; but when we were
the Government we endeavoured to en-
gender confidence in local authorities and
to help them work towards the right end.
The point I am making Is that we can
build up local government only by retain-
ing its confidence. This matter may seem
of little consequence to those who are not
involved. It certainly concerns the member
for Northern because he is very much in-
volved. I am sure he wants his town to be
respected and to be one in which people
work closely together.

The Mayor of Northam and the shire
president are men of high repute not only
In my experience, but also in the experi-
ence of my late father, who Indicated to
me his confidence in those men and told
me they are of outstanding calibre. I feel
that is so, because I halve tremendous
confidence In the judgment of my late
father. So I find it hard to understand
the actions of the Minister In this regard.

I will mention briefly some of the points
as they appear to me. A dispute
occurred; I am aware of that. Nor-
tham is a growing town. The urban area
is spreading and more and more facilities
are required. The contention of the town
council is that the boundaries should be
altered so that they include all the urban
areas. The town council believes that the
shire should make an increasing
contribution towards the facilities provided
by the town council and used by the rate-
payers of the shire. The authorities have
reached agreement on that question. I
think we should applaud the fact that they
have got together to reach agreement.
Perhaps the tactics employed were a little
rough, but at least they have reached
agreement.

It is something other than factual to
say that the situation in Northam is
unique. I think It is necessary for mem-
bers to be aware of the fact that the town
council and the shire resolved their
differences and were then faced with what
they believed to be pressure tactics and
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interference to their administration. They;
were not prepared to accept that. They.?
had the good services of the member for
Northam, who had approached the Minis-
ter. If one reads the speech of the mem-
ber for Northam one finds that he des-
cribed the meeting-which, I understand,
took place in this building-word by word,
and stated the assurances which were
sought. I will touch briefly upon the
speech of that member, because I think
it is very interesting. He was a little up-
set, but I think that on reflection he might
even be a little apologetic about his out-
burst of a few weeks ago.

Mr. Mclver: He meant every word of It.
Mr. RUSHTON: When I explain what

aL foolish position he Is In, I hope he will
apologise even by interjection.

Mr. Mclver: You do realise who recom-
mended the amalgamation of the two
parties?

Mr. RUSHTON: Yes.
Mr. Mclver: It was not the present

Minister. This goes back to 1967 to the
former Minister.

Mr. RUSHTON: These are continuing
problems. Even In my late father's day
this type of situation occurred. Negoti-
ation is required between the town council
and the shire. No doubt this occurred
when the member for Northam was on the
council.

Mr. Mclver: They used to thrive in
those days.

Mr. Cook: Hear, hear!
Mr. RUSHTrON: As I was saying, the

minister received the deputation. The
member for Northam seemed to have been
tremendously insistent on the amalgaina-
tion. He was embarrassed because h e sup-
ported a move to gobble up the shire rate-
payers who resisted the move. This has
been the cause of his embarrassment.

Mr. Mclver: I am not embarrassed.
Don't run away with that Idea.

Mr. RUSHTON: The Minister explained
that the Act allowed for a full withdrawal
of the petition, and there was no case.

Mr. Taylor: Not that there was no case.
The Minister still believes-

Mr. RUBHTON: Our deputy leader des-
cribed the situation very frankly and fac-
tually.

Mr. Taylor: Yes.
Mr. RUSHTON: It was decided, after

legal advice was obtained, that there was
no case as far as the council and the shire
were concerned. No-one would submit
evidence. Therefore the problem was can-
celled.

Mr. Taylor: As far as the petition Itself
'was concerned, yes, but not as far as the
overall situation Is concerned. That re-
mains.

Mr. RUSHTON. The member for Nor-
tham suggested that it was a matter of
Ifiniancial difficulty, but he got himself
muddled up as I will explain in a moment.
The Minister explained this is a continuing
problem with boundaries and, because of
what might take place in the future, the
Minister will have an inquiry undertaken.

Mr. Taylor: Yes.

Mr. RUISHTON: Even though the two
local authorities do not desire it.

Mr. Taylor: Even though they have
changed their minds, yes.

Mr. RUSHTON: I suggest to the Min-
ister that he should meet these people and
frankly discuss with them what he thinks
is the problem. If the Minister is not sat-
isfied then he has remedies available to
him.

Mr. Taylor: He can inform himself only
by the method he is using.

Mr. RUSHTON: Is the Boundaries Com-
mission to Investigate the financial
affairs of the town council? The Minister
has auditors to report to him on the posi-
tion. I suggest that in his own department
he has specialists in financial matters who
could carry out an investigation for hint.
If the Minister were not satisfied rem-
edies are available to hint

Mr. Taylor: Who would inquire into a
variation of the boundaries? Surely not the
auditors?

Mr. RUSHTON: The council and the
shire have come to an agreement on the
boundaries and they have submitted it for
approval.

Mr. Taylor: If he wanted to satisfy him-
self in the interests of both the ratepayers
and the councils of whom would he In-
quire?

Mr. RUSHTON: People in his own de-
partment would be skilled In this direc-
tion. However, he could call on the Boun-
daries Commission.

Mr. Taylor: He represents the ratepay-
ers as well as the local authorities.

Mr. RUSHTQN: The Minister Is not
bound to accept a recommendation.

Mr. Taylor: Agreed.
Mr. RUSHTQN: The method adopted Is

causing concern to the council and the
shire.

I would like to deal briefly with the sub-
mission of the member for Northam who
has made himself look very foolish.

Mr. Mclver: The coundillors do not think
so. You just heard the Minister say none
of the coundillors thought I was made to
look foolish.

Mr. RUSHTON: The Minister relied on
a Press statement to explain to the House
what is going on at Northam. I find that
far from satisfactory.
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Mr. Mclver: That was taken from the
actual minutes of the meeting.

Mr. Taylor: Be fair. That Press state-
ment contained quotes from a minute of
the meeting and not an opinion of the
reporters.

Mr. Mclver: I can assure you It Is
authentic. You are miles out of your
depth. You do not know the facts of the
case.

Mr. RUSHTON: That is what the memn-ber for Northam said before, but let me
prove how far from right he is himself des-
pite the fact that he is on the scene. He
is prepared to support the takeover of the
shire by the town council. No wonder he
is embarrassed. That Is what is causing the
chagrin.

Mr. Mclver: Who Is embarrassed?
Mr. RUSHTON: The member for

Northam-
Mr. Mclver: Rubbish.
Mr. RUSHTON: -because he has said

hie is Prepared to allow the -shire to be
taken over. He has acted most indiscreetly.
As a member representing the area he
should not have taken sides. He must give
representation, but not take sides.

Mr. Brown: Should he sit on the fence
like you?

Mr. Mclver., Why have I received a
volume of correspondence supporting my
remarks?

Mr. RUSHTON: Let me continue.
Mr. Mclver: Things have changed since

your father was there. That was years ago.
Mr. RUSHTON: I think the member for

Icrthami will agree that during my
father's time things were all right there.

Mr. Mclver: There was not a $99,000 de-
ficit as there is now.

Mr. RUSHTON: How many years since
he was there? Many.

Mr. Mclver: The population has practic-
ally doubled.

Mr. RUSHTON: That cancels out the
remarks of the member for Northam. The
honourable member, when speaking to the
Issue with great emotion-

Mr. Mclver: And facts.
Mr. RUSHTON: -mentioned that the

Minister was having the Boundaries Com-
mission investigate the financial. affairs of
the authority.

Mr. Mo~ver: That is not factual. I
referred to the auditors of local govern-
ment. Read the speech. You cannot even
read it properly.

Mr. RUSHTON: The member for
Northam said that the Boundaries Com-
mission would Investigate. Then he said-

Mr. McIver: An interjector from your
side said that. If you read my speech you
will see I explained who would be doing
the auditing.

Mr. RUSHTON: The member f or
Northam interjected before I could finish
my sentence. On page 841 of Hansard he
Indicated that the local government audi-
tors would carry out the investigation.

Mr. Mclver: That Is right.
Mr. RUSHTON: The member f or

Northam stated that the real problem was
a financial one,

Mr. Mclver: Don't you think it is a
problem?

Mr. RUSHTON: it is a continuing
problem. The member for Nlortham and
I might be conservative in our estimation
of what local authorities should spend.

Mr. Mclver: The rates at Northam are
higher than those at Nedlands.

Mr. RUSHTON: That might be so, but
the member for Northam has helped in the
election of the councillors, who change
from time to time. The ratepayers have
the opportunity for redress and grievance
when the elections are held.

Mr. Mclver: You are right away from
the subject before the House.

Mr. RUSHTON: I am answering the
interjection. According to the honourable
member he believed that the Minister
should proceed and the Minister represent-
lug him in this House has said he is rely-
Ing on this means to obtain an opinion.
In good faith I submit that the Minister
should get closer to the people.

Mr. Mclver: He is falling over back-
wards to help the council and has done so
since he was appointed. You do not
understand the facts.

Mr. RUSHTON: The help must have
been ineffectual.

Mr. Mclver: He has given them special
permission to operate on their present
financial structure. You did not know that
did you?

Mr. RUSHTON: The honourable mem-
ber explained that and I have read his
comments and I have heard others on the
subject.

Mr. Mclver: But You are indicating to
the House that the AMister has done
nothing but use hobnailed boots.

Mr. RUSHTON:. He Is certainly using
strange tactics.

The member for Northam attacked
members of the council because they ap-
proached members of the Opposition.
However, the councillors were faced with
a situation in connection with which they
had no redress, and time was running out.
The local authorities feared the Govern-
ment's intention concerning their future.
I am aware that country local authorities
are always very close to their members of
Parliament, and obviously this applies at
Northam. They want to work with himn.
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Circumstances apparently caused the pres-
ent situation. The honourable member
was In Geraldton, and some mix-up must
have occurred. However, they felt they
could not get to the Minister and so they
approached the Opposition. I am suggest-
ing that the situation should not have
reached that stage.

I can quite understand that the mem-
ber for Northam Is upset because he took
a deputation to the Minister and said, as
reported in Hiansard, that he supported
the takeover.

Mr. Mclver: You have not done your
homework on this. I said that I wished to
support them, but they must assure the
Minister that this Is what they wanted.
That is different from what you said.

Mr. RUSHTON: The honourable mem-
ber said he wanted them to be quite sure of
their situation.

Mr. Mclver: That is not saying that I
am supporting the takeover. You are
putting words into my mouth.

Mr. RUSHTON: I want the honour able
member to have tolerance and patience
towards his own council.

Mr. Mclver: Tolerance and Patience
are necessary to listen to your rubbish.

Mr. Brown: Your father must have
been ashamed of you.

Mr. RUSHTON: I will give an example
of what can occur. I well remember that
my predecessor and I in turn worked for
many years in an endeavour to have a
certain school re-established on a differ-
ent site. Finally a site was selected. The
contract had been let, after 14 years of
having been on the Estimates and then
off again. The night before the work
was due to be commenced, a certain lady
rang me and asked me whether I would
mind If it was suggested that it was not
desired that the school be erected on the
new site.

Mr. May: Must we listen to this?

Mr. RUSHTON: This is the sort of thing
members of Parliament are up against.
I am conscious of the fact that the mem-
her for Northam is facing continuous
difficulties in connection with all facilities
in the township in question. However,
if the Minister is to force the councils
in Northamin nto a position they do not
like, local government in that town will
deteriorate.

In order to illustrate his point, the
honourable member referred to the lib-
rary. He did not tell us what standards
were required by the Library Board of
Western Australia. A full report would
have enabled us to understand what is
involved. Of course, there are problems
and there must sometimes be losses. I
have been in a similar situation and have
known the Library Board of Western Aus-
tralia to set Taj Mahal standards, as

the honourable member put it. The same
Position could apply in Northam. The
council has its diffculies in trying to
give the town a library facility.

Mr. Mclver: I do not mean to be dis-
respectful but do you honestly believe
that a man should be paid for several
months at a salary in excess of $200 a
fortnight for doing nothing?

Mr. O'Neil: There are many such people
working for the Government, such as the
laundry manager.

Mr. RUSHTON: This must happen from
time to time. Perhaps the council wished
to retain an ideal librarian.

Mr. Mclver: Do you not think the rate-
payers are concerned about where their
money is going?

Mr. RUSHTON: At first glance, we could
find problems with many services. If we
were to highlight them they would seem
bad but, if we knew all the facts and
circumstances, they may not appear quite
so bad. I am not saying that this is the
Position In Northam. The Northam Town
Council is elected by the people and if
the councillors are not doing their job.
as the member for Northam says, there
will be some changes at the elections in
May if his submission to us is factual.
The member for Northam said that the
town council is doing a shocking job. I
would not like to use the language he
used. The impression given was that they
are a shoddy lot.

I hope that the emotion displayed by the
member for Northam is not displayed in
the Town of Northam because it would
cause an imbalance in local government in
that town.

The member for Northam contended that
our deputy leader would not have moved
the motion had he known the facts of the
case. The minister representing the Min-
ister for Local Government has also given
us his views. Now that we have the full
benefit of the knowledge of the member for
Northam and of the Minister, we are more
sure than ever that the motion should have
been moved. It indicates that the Opposi-
tion is concerned for local government in
Northam because the tactics of the Min-
ister for Local Government are not satis-
factory. They are compounding the situa-
tion and will only cause more strife.

Mr. May: You are struggling.
Mr. RUJSHTON: Negotiation is the

means by which many of the difficulties
within local government can be removed.

Mr. Brady: Do you know anything about
the tactics of the previous Minister for
Local Government?

Mr. RUISHTON: The previous Minister
for Local Government was a hard-working
man who endeavoured to heal breaches
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among, and bolster the confidence of, local
government. He attempted to give the
ratepayers a fair deal.

Mr. Brady: Agreed, but do you know he
was reported as giving a certain council
the assurance that there would not be
amalgamation while he was Minister when
the recommendation was that It should be
affiliated with the Perth City Council?

Mr. RUSHTON: If this was his view it
was fair enough that he should express It.

Mr. Brady: It was highly political, but
two shires In the eastern suburbs were
amalgamated-the Swan Shire and Mid-
land, as were Boulder and Kalgoorie.

Mr. RUSHTON: Was this wished?
Mr. Brady: You said that our Minister

was shoddy.
Mr. RUSHTON: I was talking about the

way he goes about his administration.
Mr. Brady: Have a look at what the

previous Minister said to Subiaco when it
was recommended that Subiaco should be
affiliated with Perth.

Mr. O'Connor: What does the present
Minister say about Subiaco?

Mr. RUSHTON: The member for Swan
is contending that the previous Minister
for Local Government did not give effect
to certain recommendations. The present
Minister has been requested to do certain
things but he Is not doing them. This was
highlighted by the question asked by the
member for Ascot last year.

Mr. Brady: Look at the mness of the Kal-
goorlie and Boulder amalgamations.

Mr. RUSHTON: It appears the member
for Swan does not have any confidence in
what is happening in local government.
Whatever is happening we must
work towards giving confidence to
local government. Local government miust
be able to give a better service to rate-
payers. I agree with the member far Nor-
tham in that every endeavour must be
made to give value for the dollar on every
occasion. This has always been my atti-
tude.

I had discussions with the previous Min~-
ister for Local Government in connection
with local government facilities. There is
a certain amount of contention in this
area. Some people believe the facilities
should be of Ta] Mahal standard, as the
member for Northam said. I believe that
we are talking about a commercial venture
and, although dignity must be maintained,
the presentation need not be extreme. For
the ratepayers, sake we must be conscious
of the value we receive for the dollar.

in conclusion, I say that the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition was correct in
moving this motion. It has given us the
opportunity to say we hope the Minister
for Local Government will attempt to re-
store a little more confidence in the local

government bodies in Northam. I am sure
they do not feel this confidence at the pre-
sent time. I hope the member for Northeam
will accept my remarks in a spirit of good-
will. I know it would be his wish to be
close to local government in that town and,
Indeed, I have always thought that he was
close to it. I think he got a little out of
step. Perhaps things came unstuck. His re-
marks were disquieting and upsetting but
perhaps on reflection he has already gone
some way towards healing the differences
which exist. He made challenges and
charges of political intent.

Mr. May: You are not helping the situ-
ation by saying that.

Mr. RUSHTON: How?
Mr. May: You are trying to bring in

extraneous things. You are not even talk-
ing to the motion but deliberately attempt-
ing to have a go at the member for Nor-
tham.

Mr.. RUSHTON: I am not.
Mr. May: You have not contributed one

thing to the debate. It will be seen by the
24th.

Mr. RUSHTON: The member for Cottes-
Ioe intended to give the Minister his vote
and I did too until he got Into the act.

Mr. May: He does not know.
Mr. RUSHTON: Careful attention must

be given to this matter. It Is not too late
for the Minister for Local Government to
tell the Town and Shire of Northam that
he will accede to their request. If the Min-
later feels he can give some guidance to-
wards settling the differences he should
do so.

Mr. Mclver: The door Is always open.
Mr. RUSHTON: The Minister should not

imply that the councillors in Northam are
not carrying out the task of local govern-
ment. It Is so easy to knock local govern-
ment and to Imply that the people involved
in it are not doing what they should be
doing. Local government is grass roots
government and It is very important to the
future well-being of our state. I am sure
we all agree on this point.

By dealing with this motion we are giv-
ing the Minister for Local Government the
opportunity to get in touch with the coun-
cil and to establish a close relationship,
We do not want to see the breach widen in
any way.

MR. O NEIL (East Melville-Deputy
Leader of the Opposition) (9,55 p.mi.J: I
will make very brief reference to the
situation which brought about the motion
which is before us and I trust that In the
balance of my remarks I will make no
reference to the Town of Northam, the
Shire of Northam, the councillors, or the
member for Northam, because I think we
have heard quite enough about them from
both sides of the House.
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I took the opportunity to Indicate to the
member for Northam that I thought he
had a great deal of political intestinal
fortitude In saying what he did. I do not
think I quite used those words but I think
he knows what I mean. He had the cour-
age of his convictions. In spite of what
I Imagine was the reaction of the area In
which he lives, he had the courage to say
what he felt. That is fair enough and
credit is due to him,

Mr. Lapham: Are you encouraging him
to do that In future?

Mr. O'NErh: That would be up to the
member for Northam who Is well able to
make up his own mind. The Minister, in
giving us quotations from a council meet-
Ing, indicated the attitude expressed by,
I think, three of the councillors. I Point
out to him that this does not necessarily
mean it Is the opinion of the council as
such. There could well have been some
difference of opinion at the council meet-
ing. ,What Is said by individuals at a
meeting is not the opinion of that meeting.
I am sure the Minister has attended cer-
tain Cabinet meetings at which the atmos-
phere has not been all beer and skittles.

Mr. Taylor: It still Indicated some dis-
cord because of the two variant opinions.

Mr. O'NEIL: I do not propose to men-
tion the particular local authority again
beyond saying that and reading the motion
once again so that we know what we are
talking about. The motion reads--

That, having regard to the submis-
sions made by the Town of Northam
and the Shire of Northam on 2nd Feb-
ruary, 1973, to the minister for Local
Government containing:-

(1) a request by the Town of
Northam supported by the
Shire of Northam to with-
draw a petition dated 4th
October, 1972, lodged by the
Town of Northam seeking the
amalgamation of the two
authorities; and

(ii) a conjoint request for boun-
dary alterations between the
two authorities,

it is the opinion of this House that.-

(a) the hearing of the petition
referred to by the Local
Government Boundaries Com-
mission scheduled to com-
mence on Tuesday, 20th
March, 1973, should boe dis-
continued, and

(b) the request for alteration of
existing boundaries between
the two authorities be given
early consideration by the
minister for Local Govern-
ment.

I gave notice of my intention to move this
motion on the opening day of the present
parliamentary session, because the hearing
referred to In the motion was scheduled
to commence on the following Tuesday.
the 20th March, at 10.00 am. at the town
specified in the motion. It was clearly
impossible for any further action to be
taken in respect of the matter. All I
could do was to give notice of my Intention
to move it. Members will realise that the
commission would have met on the first
working day of the Parliament. There
was no opportunity for me to move the
motion because of the system which ap-
plies in respect of private members' day.
I had to move It after the hearing had
commenced.

As It happened, the motion moved dif-
fered slightly from the notice of Intention
which I gave. it was Impossible to aban-
don the hearing once It had commenced
and, consequently, my motion reads that
the hearing should be discontinued.

It Is my understanding that the hearing
Is, In fact, in progress until such time as
a recommendation Is made to the Minister.
Even though the Boundaries Commission-
ers are not sitting around deliberating
upon the matter, the hearing is In progress
until such time as the recommendation Is
made. There is still an opportunity for
this House to express the opinion that the
hearing should be discontinued and I ask
the House to do Just that.

The position was that the Minister had
before him a request by one local author-
ity to amalgamate a second local authority
with it. This request--or petition, as It is
called under the Local Government Act--
had, in fact, been withdrawn. Under those
circumstances it is perfectly clear to every-
one that no petition existed. This is the
first point.

The second point is that the only
occasion under the Local Government Act
on which the Boundaries Commission can
hear or investigate a petition is when there
is a dispute In respect of that petition.

If two local authorities Jointly petition
for amalgamation, the only matter left for
the Minister is to look at the recommend-
ation and either reject It or agree with It.
There is nothing to hear-no matters in
dispute. On this occasion there was not
even a petition.

Questions were asked in another place
relative to this matter, and it was quite
apparent the Minister intended to allow
the Boundaries Commission to proceed on
the basis that a petition did exist. That
wvas made Perfectly clear in answers to
questions. The Minister was In fact acting
on the advice of officers of the Department
of Local Government. These officers were
proven wrong and, in fact, the Minister
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representing the Minister for Local Gov-
ernment In this House admitted the fact.
They were proven wrong because the
authorities concerned sought a legal
opinion and this opinion was supplied to
the Minister for Local Government.

Mr. Taylor: I am sure I did not say they
were wrong. I said, "On the evidence pre-
sented they appeared to have been wrong".

Mr. O'NEIL; That is fairly close to the
mark. The fact is that the Minister refer-
red the legal opinion sought by the local
authorities to the Crown Law Department,
and on the basis of that referral and fur-
ther advice from Crown Law officers, as
distinct from officers of the Department
of Local Government, it was decided that
the hearing would continue on a different
basis. So it is perfectly clear to me what
the advice was, and I should think It
would be perfectly clear to the Minister
for Labour.

I do not deny that the Minister has the
right to refer any matters relating to boun-
daries to the Boundaries Commission for
investigation and advice. The fact remains
that when the motion was introduced In
respect of this specific case, the Minister
intended to allow the hearing to proceed.
Between that time and the actual hear-
iag-which was In fact five days later, in-
cluding a weekend-the grounds upon
which the hearing by the Boundaries Com-
mission was based had been changed. That
is perfectly clear.

This led me to say publicly that it ap-
peared to me the Minister was hell-bent
on amalgamation, come what may. There
were no grounds upon which the Boun-
daries Commission could continue with its
task. The Minister refused to tell the com-
mission to cease considering a petition
which did not exist, He found a different
basis upon which the commission could
continue with the task of assessing the
practicability or otherwise of amalgamat-
Ing the two authorities, despite the fact
they had both clearly indicated to the Min-
ister that they did not desire such action.
In fact, as a counter to this, the local
authorities concerned had arrived at a
different arrangement. They agreed on a
mutually acceptable boundary change as
between the two authorities, and they
arced to other matters which did not re-
late to boundaries at all. if the Minister
refers to the Local Government Act, he
will see that where a boundary change is
arrived at by mutual agreement between
two local authorities, the commission has
nothing to hear. The Act states that In
such a case there is no argument-the
Minister makes his own determination. He
may agree to the boundary change or he
may reject it on advice tendered to him by
his own department.

In such a case there is no need to call
upon the Boundaries Commission to
adjudicate. In fact, legal opinion Indicates

that a determination on such an issue
would probably be ultra aires-such a de-
termination Is outside the Jurisdiction of
the Boundaries Commission and could be
subject to objection. In that case a de-
termination would be essentially an invalid
act.

The Minister, as I mentioned, In the very
short period of time between the giving of
notice of this motion and the hearing,
received counsel's opinion and said that the
hearing would continue but on a different
basis. He had every legal right to do that,
but I suggest he had no moral right. I1
wonder then what was the Issue. Suddenly
we heard that the issue is something to do
with the financial status of the local
authorities. if this were so, it is nothing
new.

If the financial difficulty did not occur
between Thursday and the following Tuea-
day, it must have existed for a long time.
Why then did the Minister not refer this
particular problem to the Boundaries Com-
mission? Are the financial situations of
both local authorities or only one in Ques-
tion? if one local authority is In financial
difficulty, why should another local
authority be involved in consideration as to
whether or not the two ought to be amalga-
mated?

Mr. Bicker ton: Why not?
Mr. O'NEIlL: Why should they be?
Mr. Bickerton: Why should they not be?
Mr. O'NEIEL: That is a very good ques-

tion, and the answer to the Minister's
question is precisely the same as the answer
to mine.

The fact remains that in the period of
five days, Including a weekend, the grounds
for continuing a scheduled hearing were
changed. This led me to say publicly that
it appeared the Government, through Its
Minister, was hell-bent on amalgamation.

Mr. Bickerton: How could you say logi-
cally that a small local authority, such as
Peppermint Grove, should exist on its own
when that authority uses all the facilities
of the surrounding shires, including the
beaches, roads, football grounds, and any-.
thing you like to mention? One shire
could receive all this, and you say it should
not be the subject of amalgamation.

Mr. O'NEIlL: I have not said there should
not be any amalgamation.

Mr. Bickerton: You said why should one
authority not in financial difficulties be
amalgamated with another which is. The
purpose is to spread the burden through a
larger area.

Mr. O'NEIlL: I think the Minister may
have been dozing when I made the point.

Mr. Taylor: Which Minister do you
mean?

Mr. O'NEIlL: if the cap fits--
Mr. Taylor: Oh. please!
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Mr. O'NETL: The point I made was this:
Between a Thursday and the following
Tuesday, the ground for the Boundaries
Commission to consider the amalgamation
of two shires changed. Suddenly it was
not because of a petition which the Minis-
ter found did not exist in law despite the
fact he had previously insisted it did.
Suddenly the ground for the hearing was
the financial situation 'of one of the au-
thorities. I simply ask a question: How
could amalgamation of two local authori-
ties affect the financial situation of one?

Mr. Bickerton: Put that on the notice
paper and I will get the Minister to answer
it.

Mr. O'NEIL: That is the question. In
other words, the warrant for continuing
the hearing was false--it was trumped up.
The Minister was insistent that the bearing
should continue. The ground upon
which he had initiated the hearing
had Proved to be nonexistent, so over the
weekend he changed his mind and said,
"The hearing will proceed, but on this
round and not on the one I told you

about on Thursday." Is it any wonder
that we suspect the Government, through
its Minister, is hell-bent on seeking recom-
mendations for the amalgamation of local
authorities.

Members will remember that this in-
cident occurred during a period when many
local authorities were concerned that re-
commendations were being made in regard
to boundary changes generally throughout
the area. As a matter of fact, my colleague,
the member for Sublaco, has expressed
some of the concern felt by local authori-
ties by introducing a Hill tonight relative
to the very matter of amalgamation. So I
say there is every warrant for agreeing with
the motion.

Why continue with a hearing into the
amalgamation of two local authorities
when both of them say they do not want
it? Why not tell the Minister to forget
the hearing? I know he does not have
to accept the recommendation of the Boun-
daries Commission-he makes up his own
mind on any recommendation. Why not
forget that issue? It is a false issue
anyway. Why not proceed on the basis
that the situation of the two local authori-
ties will improve and that they will live
in harmony for a long period of time?
We can hope the Minister will accept some-
thing he is entitled to accept off his own
bat-a mutually agreed boundary change
between two authorities.

Mr. Blickerton: If it were Proposed to
amalgamate two electoral seats into one.
would you say it could not take Pilace if
the two members did not agree?

Mr. O'NEIh: I have not been in that
Position. It is a supposititious question.

Mr. Bickerton: You say there should
not be an amalgamation?

Mr. O'NEIL: I think the Minister is using
a different argument. It is fortunate for
us, as members of Parliament, that we
have no say in what occurs in relation
to electoral boundaries. We have a right
to object to what is proposed, but I do not
think the people responsible would take
much notice. As the Minister knows, this
is a different matter.

The Local Government Act provides that
wvhen there is a mutually agreed upon
boundary change between two local au-
thorities, there is no point in having any-
one other than the department Investigate
it. It is not a matter for the Boundaries
Commission. The commission is there to re-
commend-not really to adjudicate-what
ought to be done when two or more local
authorities are in dispute in respect Of
boundaries. It is as simple as that. Of
course, the warrant for supporting this
motion Is the fact that the matter went
before the Boundaries Commission on a
false premise.

It may well be that the Minister wants
to look at the financial situation of a par-
ticular local authority. That has nothing
to do with the issue. As I mentioned be-
fore, if local authority A knew that local
authority B was down the drain for a
fair amount of mroney, I am sure it would
not want to amalgamate with local au-
thority B to help it pay the debt off. AS
a. matter of fact, the knowledge that a local
authority is in difficulties would be another
reason why local authority A would not
want to amalgamate and share the burden.

Mr. Bickerton: That is not true. In
the Pilbara area we have the amalgama-
tion of the Marble Bar and Nullagine
Shires and the amalgamation of the Wit-
tenoom and the old Ashburton Shires. Par-
ticularly in the amalgamation of the
Marble Bar and Nullagine Shires, one
shire was very much in the red. And yet,
they found that with amalgamation they
could get out of debt. This was simpler
with one large shire than with two small
shires struggling alone. marble Bar would
have been quite happy on its own.

Mr. O'NEIL: I will need to ask for an
extension of time because of the interjec-
tions! I thank the Minister for his com-
ments, but I believe the point he makes is
not pertinent to my remarks.

There is no need to Prolong the debate.
It is perfectly clear that the Minister has
not operated in the manner be should
have done under the powers given to him.
He sfde-stepped the issue when he found
he was authorising a hearing on a false
premise. So that the hearing could con-
tinue-and this is the very fact I stressed
at that time-the Minister changed the
ground for it. This leads us to believe the
Government, through its Minister, was hell-
bent on amalgamation, come what may. I
commend the motion to the house.
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Question Put and a division taken with
the following result-

Ayes-22
Mr. Blaikie
Sir David Brand
Sir Charles Court
Mr. Coyne
Dr. Dadour
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. A. A. Lewis
Mr. E. H. MA. Lewis
Mr. W. A. Manning
Mr. MePbarlin
Mr. Mensaros

Bateman
Bertram
Biokverton
Brady
Blrownl
Bryce
Burke
Cook
Davies
Fletcher
Graham

Mr. Nalder
Mr. O'Neil
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runelman
Mr. Rushton
Mr. Sibson
Mr. Stephens
Mr. Thompson
Mr. Rl. L. Young
Mr. W. 0. Young
Mr. 1. W. Manning

(Tell"
NoOs-22

Mr. Jamnieson
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. May
Mr. Mclver
Mr. Moller

Mr. Taylor
Mr. A. R. Tonkin
Mr. .7. T. Tonkin
Mr. Harman

(Tells,)
Pairs

Ayes Noes
Mr. Grayden Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. Gayfer Mr. T. D. Evans
Mr. O'Concor M~r. Hartrey

The SPEAKER: The voting being equal,
I give my casting vote with the Noes.

Question thus negatived.
Motion defeated.

PRIMARY INDUSTRIES
Effect of Currency Revaluation: Motion

Debate resumed, from the 11th April, on
the following motion by Mr. Gayfer-

That this Assembly endorses the
Premier's concern and actions over the
recent Australian dollar revaluation
especially as it affects the primary
industries, and particularly the grain
industry of Western Australia: and
this House censures the Prime Minis-
ter and the Commonwealth Govern-
ment over theIr decision and failure
to protect the financial interests of
the primary producer: and that this
Assembly further calls upon the Com-
monwealth Government to take steps
immediately to compensate adequately
all primary producers for the losses
suffered.

MR. J. T. TONKIN (Melville-Premier)
110.19 parm.]: When introducing this mo-

tion the member for Avon gave a purpose.
I agree with the Purpose of the motion
which is to highlight the serious financial
position of our primary industries as they
were at the time the motion was moved.
That is not the position now, of course,
because the primary industries are not in
a serious position at the moment.

As a matter of fact the improvement in
the economics of the primary industries is
really remarkable and it has had a salutary
effect upon the economy generally, inas-
much as places like Chamberlains factory
cannot produce sufficient tractors to meet
the demand.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr. Grayden: It would have been a lot
better if we did not have revaluation.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: We hear from the
member for South Perth, so early in the
piece.

Mr. Grayden: It would have been better
and you know it.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: It cannot be gain-
said that the primary industries are not
now in a serious position.

Mr. Grayden: No thanks to your Gov-
ernment.

Mr. Graham: And no thanks to the Op-
position either.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: And certainly no
thanks to the member for South Perth. So
whatever may have been the real purpose
at the time the motion was moved that
Purpose no longer exists. But it Is a fact
that the revaluation of the currency by
the Australian Government, and Its sub-
sequent action In not making any altera-
tion to the Australian currency when the
United States dollar was devalued, brought
about a serious situation in the primary
industries.

There had been previously a revaluation
of the Australian currency and one recalls
the long hours of deliberation that occur-
red because of the conflict between the
Liberal Party and the Country Party when
they were trying to make up their minds,
firstly as to whether they would revalue
and, secondly, to what extent.

Mr. Rushton: You did not have that
trouble because half the Federal Ministers
were not even told.

Mr. J. T. TON-KIN: It was clear that
the Country Party was asking for no re-
valuation at all-and this was my own
attitude at the time-but the Liberal Party
was endeavouring to revalue the currency
and increase its value. The result of all this
deliberation was a compromise; and It
appeared to me that the Federal Govern-
ment only went half way towards the ob-
jective which the Liberal Party wanted to
reach.

The situation monetarily did not Im-
Prove, so it is understandable that when
the Labor Government took office, in Can-
berra, but before all the Ministers were
appointed, the Prime Minister and the
Deputy Prime Minister listened to advice
from the Treasury and they immediately
revalued the Australian currency upward.
probably by the amount by which it fell
short of an earlier revaluation calculation
from the Treasury when the McMahon
Government was in offlice.

When the Previous Government was
giving consideration to revaluing the
Australian currency I wrote to the then
Prime Minister and said that it would be
against the interests of this State if the
currency were revalued upwards. My
reason was that It would mean that all
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the contracts for the sale of primary pro-
ducts which were written in United States
dollars would result in a substantial loss
of income to the producers who were sell-
ing those primary products.

For example let us consider the position
of minerals. There was no way at that
time by which any variation in price could
have been brought about by the renegotia-
tion of contracts. So It simply meant that
the sellers of iron ore and the sellers of
nickel got fewer Australian dollars after
the revaluation than they would have got
had there been no revaluation.

Mr. Hutchinson: Do You feel now as you
felt then?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: I feel precisely the
same. If we take an industry like the rock
lobster industry, we find that the people
in that industry are not in precisely the
same position as the producers of minerals;
because whereas the producers of minerals
could do nothing whatever to reduce the
loss they sustained, the sellers of rock lob-
ster had the opportunity to obtain an ap-
prediation in the sale price on the market;
and to the extent that there was a price
appreciation there losses would be reduced.
Nevertheless the revaluation was a blow
to that industry.

Knowing that we were so largely depen-
dent in this State upon our export of these
primary products, and knowing that the
Government itself would suffer reduced
revenue because of the reduced amount of
royalty received from the sale of minerals,
I felt it desirable and Indeed necessary to
put the State's point of view before the
then Prime Minister. But this did not
have any effect on the position so far as
I am able to Judge. When the change of
Government took Place, however, and
there was a further revaluation of the
Australian currency. I got in touch with
the present Prime Minister and pointed
out to him what I had Pointed out to the
previous Prime Minister, that Western
Australia would be the hardest hit by this
alteration in the value of the currency.

I dealt with the various industries and
gave reasons why I had come to this con-
clusion. I do not think there is the slight-
est doubt that we have suffered more in
Western Australia, because of the nature
of the whole economy. In the more popu-
lous States of New South Wales and Vic-
toria where there are more secondary in-
dustries they gained an advantage because
the goods they import they get more
cheaply.

We are the large exporters, and because
we are the large exporters in a very big
volume we suffer the losses without get-
ting the corresponding gains.

To get some idea of the extent of our
trade I would indicate that in 1960-61 the
Japanese took about 10.5 per cent. of our
export trade. In 1970-71 what we sold to

Japan amounted to 50 per cent. of our
export trade: consisting mainly of min-
erals. The big increase was the result of
the increase In the export mainly of iron
ore and partially of nickel.

Mr. Hutchinson: What did the Prime
Minister say in response to your represen-
tations?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: He did not say any-
thing.

Mr. Rushton: That is right; not a word.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: The same as the
previous Prime Minister said.

Mr. Hutchinson: The situation was not
the same at that juncture.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: So far as I am con-
cerned it was the same. It was a question
of a Premier writing to a Prime Minister
and asking that no action be taken with
regard to revaluation. The difference is
that in the case of the present Prime Min-
ister revaluation had taken place.

Sir Charles Court: I'll say; there was a
big public debate on the other one.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: Surely in each case
I was entitled to a reply.

Sir Charles Court: I do not question
that.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: That was the point
raised by the member for Cottesloe.

Sir Charles Court: I am concerned with
the fact-

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: I cannot deal with
the concern of two people at the same
time. The member for Avon said that
his motion was in three parts, and I agree
this is so. It was very much like the
curate's egg: It was good in parts-

Mr. Hutchinson: That is something new.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: -and bad In parts.
So far as I am concerned it is only the
first part that is good. I agree absolutely
with the wording of the first part of the
motion-

That this Assembly endorses the
Premier's concern and actions over the
recent Australian dollar revaluation
especially as it affects the primary
industries.

Mr. Thompson: So you will support the
motion?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: That is as far as
mry support of the motion goes. I agree
absolutely with that part, and I am pleased
to know I am getting such unanimous sup-
port for the action I have taken in con-
nection with the question of revaluation.

Mr. Gayfer: You think that the move
you are making will surprise me, but it
does not. When You do this It will be
interesting to see the effect.
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Mr. J7. T. TONKfI: The member for
Avon has said that the first part of the
motion was to give the Premier full en-
dorsement. Surely it is understandable
that I would be in full agreement with the
first Part of the motion; and it is quite
flattering to me, because I think this is the
first time in my experience that I have
known the Assembly, however It is con-
stituted, to give full endorsement to any-
thing a Premier has done.

Mr. Gayfer: Your Deputy Premier
not do that the other night, so you
not getting the full support of
Assembly.

did
are
the

Mr. Hutchinson: You have sidetracked
him.

Mr. May: Got rid of him!
Mr. J. T. TONKIN: According to the

member for Avon, the action of devalua-
tion was taken at the behest of centralised
bureaucrats. If that be true then it ap-
plies equally to the action of the previous
Government, because it did precisely the
same thing: and no doubt it did that by
information from the same source.

Mr. Grayden: If you want to put a pinch
of salt into a stew you do not put the
whole packet in!

Amendment to Motion
Mr. J. T. TONKIN4: To simplify this

matter so that we can get down to that
part of the motion with which I agree, I
move an amendment-

That all words after the word "in-
dustries" in line 5 be deleted.

If the amendment is agreed to the motion
as amended will read-

That this Assembly endorses the
Premier's concern and actions over
the recent Australian dollar revalua-
tion especially as it affects the primary
industries.

Mr. MePharlin: Why could you not
continue until the words "Western Aus-
tralia"?

Mr. J7. T. TONKIN: Because I do not
choose to. I believe there is no more
justification for censuring the present
Prime Minister for the action he has taken
than there would be for censuring the
previous Prime Minister for the action that
he took. However, at that time there was
no motion moved by the member for Avon
or any other member censuring the pre-
vious Prime Minister (Mr. McMahon) for
revaluing the currency.

The fact of the matter is that the altera-
tion in the value of the Australian cur-
rency has meant a reduction of about 25
per cent. in the income of certain export-
Ing industries; but by the same token it
has meant an appreciation or increase in
the income of a number of Importing in-
dustries which have been able to obtain

their goods much more cheaply. So those
industries would not be of a mind to cen-
sure the present or any other Prime Min-
ister.

One fact which stands out crystal clear
is that despite the reduction in Income
which has taken place In certain primary
Industries, the overseas balances are at a
record level.* This shows that the amount
obtained from the sale of produce has con-
tinued to increase.

Mr. W. A. Manning: They were at a
record level.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: They still are. The
balances being built up through exports
are increasing.

Mr. Hutchinson: But the development
potential has decreased, particularly in the
iron ore field.

Mr. Graham: What is this reference
to development potential?

Mr. Hutchinson: Is there not still a
potential in the development of Iron ore?

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: Fortunately the
iron ore producing companies have not
been left to carry the whole of the bur-
den, because the Japanese have shown
their appreciation of the situation that
exists, and have agreed to increase the
price which they are Paying and will be
prepared to pay for the iron ore which is
being sold.

Mr. Grayden: Not yet.

Mr. 3. T. TONKIN: The member for
South Perth is not as well informed on
this subject as he thinks he Is, because
they have already agreed to a price appre-
ciation.

Mr. Grayden: On a cost basis.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: They have already
agreed to a price appreciation.

Mr. Grayden: And the iron ore com-
panies have to make available all their
costs, so that the Japanese will for ever-
more be In a position to put the screws
on.

Mr. 3. T. TONKIN: They have indicated
further that whatever price they are pre-
pared to pay under existing contracts will
be applied to any new producers to whom
they give contracts.

Another aspect of this matter is that
the present Government has undertaken to
provide subsidies, where it can be estab-
lished that certain primary industries have
suffered losses as a result of the action
taken by the Government to vary the value
of the currency: and the decision with re-
gard to this matter is by no means final.
The latest indication I had from Canberra
showed that the question of subsidising the
industries which had been put at a dis-
advantage was still receiving consideration.

Mr. Hutchinson: That is the kiss of
death.
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Mr. J. T. TONKIN: In view of that
there is absolutely no Justification for the
latter part of the motion calling upon this
House to censure the Prime Minister and
the Commonwealth Government. If it
were Justified It is a strange thing that
no similar type of motion has been under
discussion in any other State Parliament.

Mr. Grayden: You have just said that
Western Australia was the worst affected
of any of the States.

Mr. J. T. TONKIN: They are not all in
the same position. I feel it is quite right
that I should have the support of the
Assembly in the protest which I made.
The Leader of the Opposition has already
indicated that he supports the stand I
took. I think it strengthens our case.

Mr. Orayden: It did not go far enough.
Mr. J. T. TONKIN: It is not necessary

or desirabl. In the opinion of the Govern-
ment, that we should ask the Assembly to
pass the latter portion of the motion.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr.
Cayfer.

House adjourned at 10.40 p.m.

Ieugiutatiur (lhtril
Thursday, the 3rd May, 1973

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (The Hon.
N. E. Baxter) took the Chair at 2.30 p.m.,
and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (6): WITHOUT NOTICE
1. S=~INGS OF THE HOUSE

Days and Hours
The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH, to the
Leader of the House:

In view of the fact that the
Premier has made certain state-
ments in the Legislative Assembly
in relation to the sitting times
in that Chamber, and bearing in
mind the Premier has indicated
that Parliament will go into recess
for a period of time from Thurs-
day, the 24th May, will he kindly
give this House some indication
of what the sitting days and hours
between now and the 24th May
will be?

The Hon. J. DOLAN replied:
I have not received any advice
relating to any statements made
by the Premier in another place.

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: It was re-
ported in yesterday's newspaper.
The Leader of the Opposition
asked a question as to when the

Assembly would go into recess, and
the Premier said it would be on
the 24th May.

The Hon. J. DOLAN: I can confirm
that, but that is as far as I can
go. I give an undertaking that
I will make a statement next Tuea-
day in the House, and that should
clarify the position. I am unable
to do so now because I am not
sufficiently informed.

2. TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL
Publication "The New Deal"

The Hon, A. F. GRIF'FITH, to the
Leader of the House:

The attendant has just given the
Leader of the House a copy of the
publication The New Deal. I
understand this is the official
organ of the Trades and Labor
Council. Would he look at the
last page of that publication and
tell me his immediate reaction to
propaganda of that nature?

The Hon. J. DOLAN replied:
I must admit this is the first time
I have seen it. Evidently some
people are on the mailing list to
get this sort of publication,

The Hon. A. F. Griffith: I1 am not on
the mailing list. It was obtained
on the streets. Can You tell me
Your inmmediate reaction?

The Ron. J. DOLAN: I do not like this
sort of thing, irrespective of who
does it. That is my immediate
reaction, and I cannot go beyond
that.

The Hon. L. A. Logan: You certainly
would not approve of It?

3. TRADES AND LABOR COUNCIL
Publication "The New Deal"

The Hon. A. F. GRIFFITH, to the
Minister for Community Welfare:

Since the Minister now has the
publication, which is apparently
the official organ of the T1rades
and Labor Council, before him
and Is reading It will he kindly
tell me what is his inumediate re-
action to propaganda of this
nature?

The Hon. R. THOMPSON replied:
I have not had time to study the
publication. At first glance it
probably does not look good. I
have not read the Publication. I
am not prepared to go further
than that. If the question Is
flavoured to such an extent that
the honourable member thinks I
am in any way responsible for this
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